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A deep melancholy hung heavier ·
than the wann dew over a crowd of

70 marchers as they slowly moved up
Reserve Street Tuesday evening. The
soft luminescence of candlelight added solemnity to their faces as each
gave distant emotional support to th~
families of 230 U.S. servicemen killed
in the recent bombing of a U.S. barracks in Beirut, Lebanon.
American flags were proudly displayed by a few of the marchers in
the front of the procession. It was
nice to see the flag displayed with
pride rather than burned or ripped in
a moment of anger. But somehow I
could not forget that for the 230 young
men murdered in Beirut those stars
and stripes would ultimately be more
than a patriotic symbol. It would also
be their burial cloth.
The sip.cere, patriotic crowd
stopped at various spots on campus to
~ing traditional songs celebrating
America. Our National Anthem, "My
Country 'Tis of Thee" and "God Bless
America" filled tHe moist night air
with, a special reverence.
But as touching as these songs
were, their recitation disturbed me.
Were the marchers mouthing the
words as a mere Pavlovian response
to the new patriotic fervor that has
gripped America? , Had any of them
taken the .time to analyze the need for
U.S. troops· in Lebanon or had they
just assumed the stance of their political leaders?
·
.
At one stop two marchers wondered
aloud, "Why are we trying to remember the soldiers?" and "I don't see
why we aren't trying to remember
the Lebanese and Cubans that died as
well." Many members of the crowd
. appeared to brush these poignant
questions aside silently, as if the disturbing queries were somehow subversive. Yet the two questioners had
exercised a constitutional right as
precious as that exercised by the
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death

peaceably-assembled marchers-free
speech.
The crowd murmured quietly · as
many of the marchers discussed the
day's mundane events. I had expected a silent march and was slightly
disturbed by the conversations, but I
couldn't blame the participants.
Death resulting from international
hatred and misunderstanding has become so common-place that the fact
230 of their countrymen perished at
the hands of terrorists seemed just
another tragic addition to the Reaper's legions. Like Shakespeare, I won.,.
dered "Death, where is thy sting?"
As we remembered one tragedy,
another tragedy was playing itself out
among us. These 230 men, a mere
fraction of our total . troop strength,
had earned our prayers only in death.
Their comrades remained the targets
of real and potential aggressors, unprotected and unremembered by the
prayers of their countrymen who
have traditionally recalled them only
,_ ·
after it was too late.
The crowd wound its ·way between
the dorms on the northwest corner of
campus. Blank faces appeared behind
the donn windows-young faces that
could someday represent us in Beirut
or another international hotspot. As I
stared back at them, a cruel, ironic
thought crossed my now tumultuous
mind: before we express our willingness to . die for a cause, we should
first be ready to live with it.
I shuffled slowly along with the
crowd and heard a male deride us
from the upper floor of one of · the
dorms, "All right, let's go to war!"
Within seconds, one of the marchers
shot back, "We already are."
Although I didn't agree with his response, a small tear rolled down my
cheek when I realized I didn't know
why.
Chris Celichowski
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This
Weekl Weather
Pavlov's dogs expected

.J.j

chow whenever a beD
would cbbne. One day the
Avon lady became their
doggy dfnnertime.

Week in Review

Trull and Higbie perfoft11.
irir:ncore Room, Nov. 10
by Kathryn Jeffers
Thursday, November 10, at
8 p.m. in the University Center Encore Room. Etch .the
· date on -your calendar to
catch one of the most delightful duos of the contemporary music scene:
Theresa Trull and Barbara
Higbie.
There are only .a .handful
of white female vocalists
around today who can corral
the stamina, soul and vocal
resonance required for belting out believable gospelbased rhythm and blues. The
name of Theresa Trull may
soon be added to their ranks.
Trull ' is a sultry singer
with a husky style like
Phoebe Snow, only better.
She has a supremely natural
and uncontrived . soulfulness ·
that can project and wail to

alternately warm· your heart,
and chill your spine. Add to
this her -contagious, dynamic
range and offbeat sense of
humor, and you have in
Trull a performer you can
count on to deliver. ·

range from cosmic seriousness to pure whimsy. A
prize-winning fiddler who
plays regularly with Terry
Garthwaite and the _Robin
Flower Band, Higbie - livens
up traditional fiddle tunes
with warmth and wit. In
addition to her top-notch
fiddling, she has a mastery.
of piano keyboards. Her
playing is sheer delight-fanciful, surprising and witty.
The real magic comes
from the combination of thetwo together. Trull's voice
teamed with Higbie's instrumentation makes .for a dy. namic musical hitch. The depth and resonance They've created a compelof Trull's vocals are match- ling music and comedy
ed by Barbara Higbie's in- team. The two will bring
strumental prowess. Higbie down the house as their
is a consumate musician, energy and enthusiasm rub
having the ability to ·cover a off on their audience.

· Peace .Corps Will recruit here
Are you ready for your mystery date? Tonight's
choices: Suave inmate, well-dressed bOwler, bashful

Peace Corps· representatives will be on campus at
altar boy. (Photo by R.B.)
. UWSP with an. information
'---------------------------~ booth-in the u.e. concourse
· on Nov. 8-9, from 9 a.m. to 4
p.m. They will be showing a
film in the · Green Room,
U.C:, at noon on Nov. 8, and

..Kismet" is challenge,
says -director Faust

A
W

"My last big splash" is
how the theatre arts chairperson at UWSP -describes
her role as director of an
upcoming production of
"Kismet."
· Alice Peet Faust, who
came to UWSP in 1963 andhas spent the past six years
as head of her department,
will return to teaching halftime at the end of the academic year.
She says she's delighted to
be doing Kismet because it's
big, it's technically challenging and it has good difficult
music. She also will direct a
production of "Equus" dliring February, but "that's a
.different type of play," she
explains.
The performances will
open at 8:30 p.m. Friday,
Nov. 11, and continue at 8
p.m., Nov. 12-13 and 15-19 in
the Jenkins Theatre, Fine
Arts Center. Tickets are on
sale in the theatre arts box
office, Fine Arts Center.
The musical is a "wild and
woolly love story with complicated relationships and
mistaken identities," Faust
says. An Arabian nights tale,
it is the story of Hajj, a beggar and poet who lives in
legendary Baghdad. His

Color me wool

adventures include stealing The UW.Stevens Point
the wife of Wazir, the chief Home Economics 303 Fashof police. She of course falls ion Advertisirtg and Promoin love with the romantic tion _class is presenting_ "Colthief. The play is known for or Me With Wool," a fashion
songs such as "Stranger in presentation and luncheon,
Paradise," "Baubles, Ban- on November 12,.1983, in the
gles and Beads" and ''This Whiting
·
Hotel, Stevens
is My Beloved."
.
.
Th Ia
ed
B d Pomt.
Contestants will be come P Y open on roa •
way in 1953 with Alfred peting in the statewide
Drake and Richard Kiley, "Make It Yourself With
who eventually became the Wool" contest. Peggy Kram·
"Man of La Mancha," in the er, a color co~ultant, will
leading roles. It opened dur- give· a talk on color and
ing a newspaper strike in wardrobe analysis.
Luncheon is at 12 noon
New York and became a
smash hit before the critics with the fashion presentatiop
could destroy it - the .re- to follow. Tickets are now
vie·ws, when they finally available for $5 at the Whitcame out, were not favor- ing Hotel.
·
Competitors will be judged
able. It was made into a
in four age groups: Junior
movie in 1955.
The music and lyrics are (14-16), Pre-Teen (10-13),
by Robert Wright and Senior (17-21), and Adult
George Forrest, from the (over 21). Garments entered
~emes of. Alexande~ B~ro- must be a dress, coat or suit
din. Borodin was a Imd-n_me- and be made of a· minimum
teen~h century Russian . of 60 percent ·wool. All garcheiDlSt, teacher and author, ments will be modeled by
who composed works such as the contestants and will be
".Prince Igor:: and "Polovet- judged on the garm~nt and
Sian Dances.
the presentation of the garFaust promises new faces ment.
and new leading players in
National finals will be held
her 43-member cast, with at at the Hyatt Regency, Phoeleast 33 of them performing nix, Arizona, on JanuarY- 17multiple roles.
~20~1::::::984~.- - - - - - - - - - '

at 4 p.m. on Nov. 9, and will
conduct interviews in the
Placement Office on Nov. 9.
Sue Jones, manager of the
Peace Corps office in Minneapplis, said the interviews
will be one-on-one with a recruiter. She said the Peace
Corps is looking for a broad
range of skills and can use
graduates with degrees in
agriculture, -vocational education, forestry, fisheries,
math, science, education,
·and health-related areas.
Liberal arts graduates are

also eligible for Peace Corps
but must bave other skills,
she said. The Peace Corps
will also take people with
work experi~ce comparable
to a college degree, she added.
Persons unable to see a
representative during the recruitment drive, should call
the Minneapolis area -office
at 1(800)328-8282, or write
Peace Corps, 212 Third Avenue, South, Room 104, Minneapolis, MN 55401.

.
AGRICULTURALISTS ...

You're Needed·AIIOverthe
.World.
Ask Peace Corpj volunteers why their agriculture degrees or farm
backgrounds are needed in developing nations. Ask them how .
their knowledge of crops, livestock production. farm mechanics or •
beekeeping methods help alleviate hunger. increase personal
income and develop technical skills. They'll tell you of the
rewards of seeing direct resulrs of their efforts. lhey'll tell you
Peace Corps is the roughest job you'll ever love.

Wed . Nov 9: Inter vi ews at ca·reer
Servi ces . Si gn up now.
Free Film : Green Room Nov 8 at Noon;
Nov 9 at 4:00
Visit Inf o Booth Nov 8 &9, Unv . Ctr.
Concourse

PEACE CORPS
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DEER
PROCESSING .
WORKSHOP
· NOV. 7th
QUANDT GYM ANNEX
6:30 -10pm

FREE·

Best Homemade Piua In Town

MONDAy NIGHT FOOTBAU . ·. . . • . $2
TWO'S DAY DOUBLE BUBBLE
MIXED DRINKS • . . • . • .

PITCHERS

2 FOR 1

WEDNESDAy

BURGER MADNESS 11 P.M.-1 A.M.
DJ.'S FAMOUS Y. POUNDER, FRIES & LARGE DRAFT .. S 25

1

SATURDAY ALL YOU CAN EAT 11-1:30 P.M.
Learn how to make
the different cuts
of meat.

$3.69
SUNDAY AFTERNOON PACKER BACKER ..... 75c

PIZZA, GARLIC BREAD............. ONLY

D.J.'S BURGERS ..................•.

soc

spqnsored by

LUNCH MONDAY-WEDNESDAY 11 A.M.-1 P.M.
ERVICES

2BURGERS, FRIES ............... : • S1.50·

FREE DELIVERY

$249.

. • 6 nights at HOLIDAY INN
• FREE shuttle to mountain
(approx. 1 mile)
• FREE daily token for city bus
• 5 days lift tickets
· • Lounge & Restaurant
. at hotel

*INCLUDES ROUNDTRIP MOTORCOACH
TRANSPORTATION
* $50.00 DEPOSIT HOLDS YOUR SPOT

:JAN.14- 21

· DDfillil leisure tim
.
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eHorvath wins 71st District "Assembly seat
by Joseph Vanden Plas
Democrat William Horvath easily
defeated Republican Ralph Scott
McQueen Tuesday in a special election for Wisconsin's 71st Assembly
District seat. It became vacant Aug. 2
when former representative David
Helbach was elected to the state Senate.
Horvath, who will serve the remainder of Helbach's term, which runs
until January · 1985, received 3,422
votes, good for 59 percent. McQueen
garnered 2,404 votes for 41 percent.
Horvath indicated he was not surprised by the outcome. "My reaction ·
is that the election results came out
as expected," he said. "We were sort
. of comparing notes on what happened
to Supreme Court J\lStiCe Bablitch.
The first time he ran in an election
here, it was about 60-40. And, Dave
Helbacp, in his first election attempt,
was 60-40 as well. And, I'm about 59
percent I guess and so from that
standpoint, that's a pretty good re-

turn." ·

The new representative cited broad community support and experience as
major reasons for his success. "We
~d solid community support. The
-~lection) committee were people
who were all over the community,
they were active, they lea lives which
involved a lot of things in the community.
The second thing is just the fact
that I've had ten years in the commu-

-

"""'C': · ~

. William Horvath
/

nity working with city govel]liilent in
a relationship with other . outlying ,
areas, including townships and the
county government. And people, to
some degree, knew what I was and
what I stood for and how I conducted
myself and I think that that was probably the most important aspect (in
the outcome)."
•
Horvath's campaign was centered
on fair resolution of the ground water
contamination issue, the reduction of

•

· AM.E RICAN NEWSl
· .
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THE NEWS THAT WAS

By Joseph Vanden Plas

Moslem factions could mark
the beginning of a peaceful
International
era in war-torn Lebanon.
-· Beirut, Lebanon-The Grenada- With the House
death toll from last. week's of Representatives implesuicidal bombing of a United menting the War Powers
States Marine bastion Act, 6,000 U.S. troups strengthened their hold on Grenada
reached 229.
It was revealed that a last week.
guard on duty at the time The only resistance recould not prevent a truck full m~ining consists of scattered
of explosives from entering smpers. Th~ US has capthe camp because his rifle tured Marxist Gen. Hudson
wasn't loaded. Greater secu- Austin, who led a bloody
rity measures were taken in coup to take over the island
response to the bombing but two weeks ago.
U.S. c.ommanders said the The official death toll for
Marines have to remain visi- US forces stands at 18 with
ble to be effective "peace- 86 Americans wounded and
~""''V"'i> 'forces.
·
one missmg.
The extra security mea- . The House voted 403-23 to
sures failed to prevent a mv~ke the War P~wers Ac~,
rocket-propelled grenade which would req~re Prestattack, which wounded two dent Reagan to wtthdra~ ~S
Marines Saturda Th · . _ troups from ~renada wtthin
Y· e IDJ~ 60 ·days pending Senate ap.
.
rtes sustamed were not ser1- proval. The War Powers Act
ous, however· .
. was enacted in the mid-seLebanese Prest.de~t . Amin venties to prevent protractGamayel was opt1m1sbc that ed undeclared wars such as
upcoming reco~c~liation Vi~tnam.
cont. on p. 7
talks between Christian and

taxes when the state's fiscal situation
improves, and maintaining programs
which contribute to the "quality of
life" in Wisconsin. He said the ground
water issue will be of particular
importance in the next legislative session. "Obviously, for this 71st district,
the issue of ground water is certainly
one that will play a very prominent
..
role."
"The other issues and agendas are
always set for the state legislature
when it reconvenes in January, so
I'm not going to have that much .
choice on what I'm going to be dealing with, at least in this first session," he concluded.
Predictably, McQueen was disappointed in the outcome but said he
would consider running again. "I'm
keeping my options open," he said.
According to McQueen, another run
for political office would depend on
the political climate in the district,
his financial resources and his employment situation. He indicated he
would not work full-time and run for
public office at the same time.
McQueen, who has never held a
public office, bases his political philosophies on his interpretation of Christian principles. During the campaign,
he opposed Gov. Earl's tax increases
and abortion.
/
·
He lamented about having less than
one month to. campaign against Horvath and admitted his opponent outspent him.

Znirdoka

f

More visibility is necessary
by Laura Stemweis
"I want to increase the
visibility and credibility of
United Council," said Sue
Znirdoka, the council's newly elected president. United
Council delegates elected
Znirdoka after unanimously
voting to remove tormer
president Scott Bentley from
office at a meeting in Superior two weekends ago.
Znirdoka is concerned that
United Council serve its
member schools as they
want to be served. "Schools
iil United Council are looking
for communication · with the
U.C. office. They want information." She plans on making United Council accessible to member schools by
setting regular_ staff hours,
and sending out a newsletter.
She is also considering hiring a communication director to take charge of the
newsletter and handle phone
calls from schools and the
press. Znirdoka said she
doesn't mind answering
phone calls herself, but a
communication director
would add to United Coun-

cil's effectiveness in responding to calls. "The
schools in United Council deserve to know what's going
on," she added.
Znirdoka plans on hiring a
new executive director and
secretary. She hopes to· establish contacts with the
Board of Regents and UW
system administration. She
is also concerned that United
Council attend to the issues
of voter registration, drinking age legislation, and duplicity of programs within
the council.
Znirdoka said that there is
a lot of work to be done in
United Council, including "a
lot of little things."
"The car needs repair and
the office needs scrubbing,"
she said. "The office is a disaster - the looks of it, and
the files. It needs help in every direction."
This is a hectic time for
Znirdoka because she is still
co-president of the Wisconsin
Student Association (WSA)
and will continue in that position until a new president
is elected. "I'm going back
and forth between United

Council and WSA right
now," she said.
Running for United Council president was a "bittersweet" decision for Znirdoka. "I had mixed emotions ·
about running. My heart was
with WSA. It took a lot of decision making."
Znirdoka decided to run
for United Council president
because she felt she would
be "the perfect person for
the job." She said she had
the advantage of already
being in Madison, and was
beginning to establish a rapport with the people the
United Council president
would be working with.
The United Council president needs to be "a spokesman and a PR person, besides being able to direct a
staff," she said. She felt she
was qualified to be that kind
of president.
A political science and
English major, Znirdoka has
had a long interest in politics. She was formerly an
aide at the state capitol and
has worked on gubernatorial
and other state campaigns.
cont. on p. 7
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Reagan ham-,t graspe(l Lebanon comPlexities
With the United States' invasion of Grenada, President Reagan has diverted
attention from the tragic result of his policy-in Lebanon. However, patriotic euphoria should not blind us to the inherent dangers of interventionism. We must not for- .
get that more than 200 young Americans
were slaughtered in Beirut, because we
have a president who does not understand
the complexities of foreign affairs. Simplistic solutions and slogans are no substitute for a well-reasoned and coherent foreign policy.
President Reagan has defended our
presence in Lebanon as crucial to the
struggle between good and evil, arguing
that we are defending democracy against
godless communism. Such a posture shows
- .not the slightest grasp of Lebanese realities, and it is a simplistic approach worthy
of the Ayatollah Khomeini. Certainly the
Soviets are interested in Lebanon, and
they will try to take advantage of the turmoil there, yet the superpower aspects of
the conflict are .not nearly as important as
regional and local aspects. Even if Marx
and Lenin had never .existed, Lebanese
would still be fighting and killing one another. The country, created by the French
after World War I, is a crazy-quilt of competing religious·factions, which have been
hostile to one another for centuries. None
of these groups is close to being a majority, and none of them can-without external support-impose its will upon the other
minorities. 1However, the Maronites, perhaps 20 percent of the population, havelong enjoyed an artificial political, social
and economic dominance, which the U.S.
is viewed as perpetuating. This guarantees
that the Druze, the Shi'ites, the Sunnites,
the Palestinians and even many Christians
. will oppose U.S. attempts to reestablish
Maronite power in Lebanon. Any legiti-

mate peacekeeping role the Marines-had
in Beirut evaporat~d when the U.S. provided logistic and artillery support to the
Maronite dominated army. This makes the
Marines a natural target for Lebanese
opposition groups. ,
The complexities of the local conflict are
compounded by regional rivalries, particularly the major struggle between Arabs
and Israelies. It should be remembered
that the Marines originally went into Lebanon in the aftermath of the brutal Israeli
invasion, and most Arabs regard the U.S.
as doing everything it can to maximize
Israeli advantages. ·This also makes the
Marines an obvious target.
The Marmes were needlessly at risk in
Beirut. Not only should they not have been
there, but their position was, and is, militarily untenable. The surrounding heights
are controlled by hostile elements who are
armed with the latest in murderous hardware, and the Marines cannot respond to
sniper and artillery fire without harming
non-combattants. Moreover, the president's ridiculous pretense that they were
not in a combat zone was deadly, since,
for the sake of appearances, the Marines
were denied authority to really defend
themselves. For example, the guards on
the gate that tragic Sunday did not even
. have clips.in their weapons. This was a fatal restriction.
_
None of the four options regarding the
Marines in Beirut are attractive, but three
of them would clearly deepen the waste
and the tragedy: (1) If the Marines remain in Beirut at present levels, more will
die, and nothing of substance will be
accomplished; (2) If the Marines expand
their pre~ence into an effective combat .
role, carnage will result, more Marines
will die, and nothing of substance will be
accomplished; (3) If the Marines caUupon

•

VIew. • •
Neil Lewis
UWSP History
Professor
R.B.

the Israelies for protection (the Kissinger
option), carnage will result, more Marines
will die anyway, and U.S. prestige among
Arabs and Muslims will sink to new lows;
and finally, the least harmful alternative,
(4)_ If the Marines are pulled out, there
will probably be some initial loss of prestige, but Marine lives will be spared, and
the United States will remove itself as a
major_ irritant to the Lebanese conflict.
Since a pull-out would be a tacit admission
of' a failed policy, Reagan will not adopt
this option except under great pressure
from Congress and the American people.
An additional advantage of an American
pullback in Lebanon would be to allow the
U.S. once again to focus upon the crucial
Arab-Israeli conflict. In a major timing
and priority blunder, ~eagan has postponed U.S. attention to that crisis until
Lebanon is reconstituted as a sovereign, .
peaceful and 'democratic nation. Such a
Lebanon is clearly unattainable at present
and probably will be unattainable for decades.

Ski "The Big One"-

:A.CKSON

OLE®

Jump into the action at the
.
1984 NCSA ''National Collegiate Ski Week~"'·
Enjoy a week of skiing, parties and fun where the Wild West is
alive and kickin'-Jackson Hole, Wyoming. Your complete NCSA
"National Collegiate Ski Week'!'" package includes;

* Round-trip transportation
* Deluxe lodging at one of Jackson Hole's
finest facilities Americana Snow King
* 4 lift ticket for one of the biggest ski resorts
in North America
* Two Wild West parties with bands
* A major concert by a nationally known
*
*
*
*
*
*

(,...\

IJlJSP SKI CLUB HE1·1BERS:
$260.00
NON-NEt-1BERS: .
$265.00
26 Spaces first come
first serve

recording act
A. special 'bn-mountain" Beer & Cheese Party
Entry fees to two races with prizes for the top male and female winners
An optional Teton Pass skiing excursion for less than S20
A coupon book good for discounts at area bars, restaurants and services
All applicable Wyoming taxes
Services of Travel Assoc1ates p rofessional on-site staff

Contact:

''Pure lunacy... u
funny!'' - TIME

Sign-up at the S .L.A. P . Office.
$50.00 deposit by ~ov. lith.
Further information availi.:1bl e
at the S.L.A.f. office.

''A riot. The funni
the Marx Brothers.
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I)RF.YFUS:
(This is part two of Pointer
Magazine's interview with
the current presidentof SenInsurance, Lee Shennan
eyfus. This week the forr UWSP chancellor and
ex-governor of Wisconsin
talked about his experiences
on the UWSP campus and
what the difference is be.tween today's students and
the students of ten · years
ago.)
by Bruce Assardo
Could you reflect on your
experiences at UWSP?
I think of the "Old Main"
alumni as I always call
them. That's a different
group than yo_u people.
These were people who went
to the institution when the
whole blasted institution, for
all practical purposes, was
in Old Main. Down in the
basement and up in the attic,
they utilized every space
available in that building.
The reason I enjoyed . it is
that they all had essentially
the same faculty. It wasn't a
big faculty and they knew
the students very well.
And early on that impressed me. That's why I
really perpetuated on and
forced when I was in the
president's office, that
names of buildings would be
the names of teachers that
contributed to people's lives
rough teaching. By the
•
ay, that's not a smart economic decision. You name it
after someone who gives you
a million bucks. You put half
a million in, you have your
name on a building. It's a
giant tombstone monument.
It is a nice thing for people
to do with their money; it's a
way to encourage them to do
that.

Pointer Mag interview D

f.

(Photo

We did not do that here.
There is no name on that
campus anywhere that is related to a contribution -in
terms of money. All of it's
rel3ted to contributions to
students' education..
There are a couple named
-after regents; Nelson Hall
and Thomson Hall. Albertson, a fonner president of
the university who died in
Vietnam...that's one of the
reasons I came here was to
finish up part of his tenn. He

was a friend of ffiine.
I learned some things
about my colleagues. I'm
dealing with Dean Jenkins...! had come on as president and he was a
dean ... that's a category.
He's Professor Jenkins and I
have enumerable people say
to me, "He changed my
life." That's a hell of a statement. "That man changed
my life."
There are many people
you can talk about. Sue Col-

CosMic
DEbRis

zoos "want to do what is best
for the gorillas." Bridgette
and Oscar had no comment.
From sea to
shining sea
Lake Erie is cleaning up
its act, according to Charles
Herdendorf of Ohio State
UniverSity's Center for Lake
Erie Area Research. Fortynine beaches have opened or
reopened, he said, and there·
are lower levels of mercury
in the fish . . Levels of toxic
materials and chemicals
have also been reduced; and
water that was considered
"dead" is coming back to
life.
Most important, the walleye have returned, Herdendorf said. Sport fishermen
caught three .million walleye
last year, an increase from
115,000 in 1975.
The U.S. and Canada started cleaning up the lake in
the 1970s, and at least $5 billion has been spent on sewage treatment plants and
cleaning up industrial
wastes. Fertilizer and soil
runoff from farmland still
needs to be controlled before
all parts of the lake will be
clean, Herdendorf said.

by LauraStemweis
Long time, no see
Extended-wear soft contact lenses may cause over a
third of all users to suffer
from medical complications,
according to a study conducted by Dr. ~Ofil!iS C.
Spoor of the l!mvers.tty of
South Alabama m Mobile.
Las.t Sunday, Spoor told a
meetmg of the American
Academy of Ophthalmolog' i~ts ~t 38 percent of 122 .PatientS had corneal complicaafter wearing the con.
Nine percent of the patients suffered from . corneal
~cers, corneal eros1on and
mcrease.d growth of .blood
vessels m the eye, while 29
percent s~ered from swe~mg. and mmor vessel complications.
Extended-wear contacts
can remain in the eyes for
two or more weeks and have
been on the .market since

1981.
Frank Jepson, a spokesman for B~t1sch & Lomb, the
U.S.'s largest soft contact
lens manufacturer, found the
study "hard to believe."

Monkey business
Gorillas Bridgette and
<>_scar are finding out what
kind of trouble a little "monkeying around" can cause.
Bridgette was minding her
own business at the Henry
Doorly Zoo in Omaha, Neb.,
when officials sent her to Columbus oil to mate with
Oscar ~t the' zoo there. Last
week, Bridgette gave birth
to male twins- the second
set born alive in captivity
and the first in the Northern
Hemisphere-and the custody fight began.
Although neither zoo wants
to break up the twins both
zoos want to keep them.
However, Columbus Zoo Di-

man; right now she's simply campus. Melvin Laird could
the name of an athletic field not speak there. Once you do
and I doubt that the average that on a campus I tell you,
student knows that Colman it is not a true universe.
Field wasn't named after a That's what a university is,
great track star. She wasn't a universe of ideas. I think
at all ...she was a teacher on that was supported by the
this campus. · May Roach, faculty and students.
Roach Hall, what an incrediEven the thing you menble lady. And there are peo- tion on Dole. There was a
ple for whom things aren't group of opposition _who were
named that I got to know at giving him a hard time. And
the latter end of their lives.
I just reminded them heckIn 1976, vice . presidential ling and a hard time...that's
candidate Robert Dole was no problem, but if you do
campaigning on this campus make sure people have a
and the students started yell- chance to speak.
· ing and wouldn't let him
In Dole's case, it did get
speak. You got up and said really into a clash. And I
this was a "First Amend- didn't interfere with it. And
ment university."
the reason I didn't is that I
.We had that. It would rear thought Senator Dole, who
its head. Nixon opened his was tiied, was in fact procampaign here in 1968. I had voking some of it. By the
started out righf off the reel way, · Bob Dole is a good
feeling very strongly about friend of mine. I have enor- 1
that and began to build that mous respect for him. But in
notion, and I think the stu- that instant, he didn't want
dent leadership._ agreed, that to be on this campus. He had
this is a First Amendment some stereotypical notions at
campus. By God, the devil the time about people with
himself gets to have his say. long hair and beards and
You don't shut people down. University of Wisconsin·
That's not the way in which campus students. It just
there is good dialogue. In didn't fit what was here, this
fact, we would have Melvin place was genuinely open.
Laird on the campus every There was some genuine diaIogue going on and most of
year. ,
I think my key motivation the faculty insisted on it. In
in that respect was probably that case, he took a shot
Madison. As a three-degree back at the group, so I figalumnus of Madison and a ured "okay," they've got a
professor there of one of the right to fire in return.
big liberal, open institutions How do you feel students
of the world, it bothered me · have changed?
.
that for a period of time, I Students have changed in
would say from about '67 to that I think they have
'71, Madison was not open. It stopped attempting to match
was not a true university. It some kind of stereotypic imwas shut down because not age of what the involved, ineveryone could speak. It was tellectual, caring student
no longer true that all ideas ought to be. Somehow or
could be expressed there on
cont. on p. 8

_(;apsule, conL

lature approved a bill that
would raise Wisconsin's legal minimum drinking age
to 19.
The bill contains no reciprocity provisions and would
not allow 18-year-old high
school graduates to legally
Na.ti"onal.
purchase or consume alcoholic beverages.
If signed by Gov. Earl, it
Washington, D.C.-It was
reported that the Rev. Jesse would go into effect next
Jackson will officially an- J_ul_y;__l._ _~___;_ _ __
nounce his candidacy for the
Democratic presidential
ZDirdoka, cont.
nomination here today.
Jackson joins seven other Her new position with ·united
Democratic hopefuls, includ- Council fits in with her caing front runners John Glenn reer goal of becoming an
elected official.
and Walter Mondale.
Znirdoka is enthusiastic
Chicago-James W. Lewis
was convicted of trying to about her new position with
extort $1 million from the United Council. "Representing the student b_ody in MadiJohnson & Johnson Co.
Lewis had sent a letter to son is unique. It's almost
the company last year after ~ke being mayor of a small
city," she said.
sev~n people died from cyanide-laced Tylenol. In the
Commenting on former
letter, Lewis demanded that president
Znirdoka
Johnson & Johnson pay the said that Bentley,
historically, his
money for the killings to be activities during his tenn of
stopped.
office would remain with
- No charges have been filed United Council. However,
in the murders. she hoped the council could
.
State
put Bentley and his actions
Madison- The state Legis- in the past.
It was reported that Grenada had made secret treaties with Cuba and the Soviet
Union that would have integrated the Island nation's
military forces with Soviet
and Cuban forces.

r n

~
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Dreyfus, cont.
government. We got out of
other that was programmed Vietnam and you have
nationally. And I think almost seen a genocide of a
they've stopped thinking of people. I don't know if we'll
"Little U"-wants-to-be-":Sig ever again see Cambodian·or .
U"-type of thing. I think they Laotian people as a total culrecognize there was a grow- ture. That may be oblitering sense of independence on ated from the earth because
this campus, and I think on
most of the campuses. And
finally when they say things
like a bombing of a building
or the death of a person...hold it. Hold it right
there now. Who says I want
to emulate that campus or ·
Berkeley or 'anybody else. I
think there has grown a
sense of self-confidence
about who and what they are
and that largeness is not •
quality and also that an institution this size is a large
institution. It's the size of
Notre Dame. It's the size of
Old Miss. And with . that,
along with what's happened
(RB)
in society, I think you have a
pendulum swing now back to literally we may have had a
a conservative kind of no- million and a half people just
tion, that is, I think there is destroyed supposedly by
a growing awareness that those who were true believ-says we are not going to ers of the freedom and dignihave security and peace and ty of human beings. All they
freedom simply by insisting saw was a transfer from a
on it or by spending a lot of right-oriented dictatorship to
time singing ballads about it a left-oriented dictiltorship
or by disarming ourselves on using oppressive methods
the assumption we became that exceed the previous one.
- the Goliath. Part of that is
So I think what's happened
the reality of what's happen- is that students at this point
ing today. I think the aggres- are back into listening to two
sive growth particularly with sides of an argument. I see
the Soviet military power that as a radical change. Bewith its presence every- cause I would say that ten
where in the world...in Cuba, years ago, it was very diffiin Central America ...in Viet- cult to get a genuine dia.nam ... (l think that) has logue. There was no genuine
impacted on the young. We dialogue on Vietnam. Viethad heard, if we would get nam was a one-sided issue
out of Vietnam there would and all the right was on one
be true peace and a people's side, namely the side that

wasn't the side the U.S. government was on.
There's genuine dialogue
on the issue of ROTC.
Whether it's good or bad for
certain people or who wants
it or doesn't want it. 1 don't
think you could gather a ral- ly of students to say· we
should throw ROTC off campus. Because there are some
people who wouldn't care

and there are some people
who would say it's not for
me, but somebody else
should go out and do it...why
should I get all bent out of
shape. That's what's
changed. I think we have a
genuine return to dialogue
where there is genuine debate and there is genuine
disagreement with people
who can disagree on both

sides. And we had a period,
unfortunately I must say,
where truth was seen with a
blinding clarity.
(Next week, Pointer Magazine will conclude this series
with Dreyfus. In the
and final- installment, he
talk about curr.ent issqes ~
his plans for the future.)

:J

\}j)Uiion

Reagan convinces J~V.?
America won't be pushed around
· any more!
It's taken three years for President
Reagan to convince me that militarism is the solution to everything.
I've finally seen the light. Can you
ever forgive me, Ron, for thinking I
knew better?
I know now that violence is THE
answer. Why, all I had to do was
watch "The A-Team," a few NHL
games and a lousy relationship or two
to figure that out.
Lebanon is. another example. We
can't pull our boys out now. Oh, poohpooh. We must subject them to more
violence so that the lives already lost ,
will not have been sacrificed in vain.
America must not allow a tiny pocket
of resistance, namely the majority of
Lebanese society, to dictate its foreign poll~. We aren't over there to
force the Christian government on
anyone. If we were, we would have
sent Ralph McQueen, huh Ron?
The invasion of Grenada was a
stroke of genius, Ron. That will teach
the Russians a lesson in global eti-

quette they'll never forget. You really
proved what an evil empire they were
for their invasion of Mghanistan cmd
what a boffo republic we are for overtaking Grenada. That's using the old
noodle.
Conquering a nation the size of Plover will strike a fear of God into communists everywhere. Today Grenada,
tomorrow the world! I bet Nicaragua
is scared to hell. Go for it, Ron.
I don't understand why congressional liberals are so riled up about the
invasion, Ron. Why, every Grenadien
the Marines talk to thanks us for liberating them. It's amazing how nice
and polite defenseless people can be
to a contingent of armed invaders. _
Besides, we cannot allow a brutal
band of leftist thugs to terrorize the
world. We must show them that terrorism is wrong by annihilating every
one of them. Good thinking, Ron.
The evidence i~ thus overwhelming.
If we don't use force, how are we
going to maintain the peace? I'm forever indebted to you, Ron.
Joseph Vanden Plas

Draft debate ·
here Monday
Should there be a draft? Is
the draft ethical?
The UWSP Interfaith
Council is sponsoring a debate on Monday, November
7 that will deal with these
questions and others on the
draft issue. The debate will
be held from 12:00 noon to
1:00 p.m. in the Encore
Room of the University Center. The debate will last for
approximately 40 minutes,
with the remaining time
being devoted to questions
and comments from the
audience.

Try Our Luncheon Special!

2 TACOS .
for the

PRICE OF ONE!
Served daily 11 a.m. to 2 p.m.
433 Division St.

341 -6633

The debaters will be Jerry
Henthorne and Gillam Kerley. Mr. Henthorne is a senior majoring in PsychOlogy
at UWSP. He was in the U.S.
Army from 1977-1980 and
spent two of those years
working in ' Military lntelA
ligence. Mr. Kerley, a fun'W
time free lance writer and
peace activist, is an organizer of the Madison Draft Resistance Coalition. On September 8, 1982, he became
the eighth man in the country to be indicted for refusing to register for the draft
since the Selective Service
System was resurrected in
1980.
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e Sdlool phobia: one sure way to get out of school
One sure factor is that
· school phobia can last for: ever if it goes untreated.
· However, treatment can require extended visits to therapists resulting in a fat bill
going as high as $1,500 for 25
sessions. .
In Milwaukee, they are
treating several cases of
school phobia. Here in Stevens Point, Senior High attendance officer Ramon
Stade, who is responsible for
grades 10-12, said he had no
way of kriowing how many
kids suffer from school phobia because the diagnosis of
it is terribly subjective. "I
may say there are only five
cases, and you may say
there are 20," he remarked.

by Kim Jacobson
As the nine-year-old sec-

ond grade boy prepared for
a day at school, he was suddenly overwrought with nausea. He began__ to vomit and
develop severe stomach
pains. However, this wasn't
the first time this had happened arid, chances are, it
wouldn't be the last. The
. boy, held back in school
twice,_suffered from "school
phobia," an •incapacitating
condition that generally
affects male elementary
school students who come
from close-knit families or
hav·e undergone major
stresses.
In a book titled, Case Stu~
dies in Abnormal Psycholo-

gy,

Stade said symptoms he
has seen aren't as severe as
they could be. He said he
had seen a case last year
where the student felt he-she
was unable to get out of
bed-"he just couldn't get
up." This year the student is
"attending on a relatively
regular basis and seems to
be involved in extracurricular activities."
Stade said counseling was
made available to the student. "Our school counselor
even went to the student's
house a number of times."
But this extra measure'
didn't seem to improve the ,
student's immediate condition.
Cont. on p. 15

b~

John M. Neale, Tho- ·
mas F. Oltmanns and Gerald
C. Davison (John Wiley &
Sons, 1982), it points out that
every 50th American schoolage child is disturbed by a
,\ \
,1
· malady called "school pho- ·1-..,..------,-------1\.
bia."
There is hot debate among
psychologists about the definition of this illness. Some
say it is caused. by a fear of
:I
Aformi.dable teachers, fear of
~ailing school and· fear of
separation from a favorite
parent.

Strea

by Paul T. Gaertner
The mind, yes, it is an interesting part of the human
anatomy, and the very
strange thing abOut it is the
mechinism which drives it to
drive us to do the thing that
we normally wouldn't do.
Ever since we can remember, Halloween has been a
time for us to dress up in
articles of clothing (or not in
any) that appear strange to
the common eye. On Monday, Oct. 31, I covered the
"the No. 1 stress stopper is _ Bruiser'~ Halloween Costo do more. Michael Korda, tume Party. The night was
of SeU magazine, said, "Nor- filled with many interesting
mally, we believe in aiming costumes. But there were a
before we fire, but the few which made me wonder.
important thing in life is not One has to wonder about the
aiming, but firing. When seriousness o( the term 'sexuyou're ready and you've ality,' after spending a couple
thought about what you want of hours down there Monday
to do, you begin, .and once night.
you're launched, you correct
Granted, it was Halloween,
,
your aim."
but what is in the demented
In other words, if we are and maybe deceivingly lustworried or stressed over. a ' ful minds of the five men (if
certain situation, we should they can be called such) that
get in, try it and then adjust dressed up in those outraour behavior accordingly. geous costumes? The cosGoals that need to be tumes of three of these
reached and problems that "bent-minds" were not much
need to be overcome must to talk about material-wise.
have action directed toward How~ver, if talked about any
them in order for .any out- other way, they are definitecome to exist. He goes on to ly worth explaining.
comment, "The only-way to
Two of these "people"
find out if you can do some- appeared to be out on a date,
thing is to try it. The way to because they were together
test your limits is to push to- the whole night, and seemed
ward them. Every time you ready to jump into bed as
stretch yourself to the limit, soon as they got home. All
you grow a little. And each they were wearing was fetime we grow, , we discover male lingerie and skimpy
that we can grow more."
black panties.
Doing more and taking
The third of these strange
action may or may not be creatures was all alone. Afthe solution to dealing with ter asking around, I found
stressful situations if you that this person was dressed
feel that ou are already
as a "transvestite." Dressdoing too much and boiling ing this poor chap must have
been shocking to his/her

Likely to affect body rather than mind by Jill Fassbinaer

necessary tension to our
problems. Learning to relax
tunately in all of our lives at and deal with stress is the
one time or another, and whole trick to avoiding the
that can be detrimental to "trapped" or "helpless"
our well-being is stress. feeling.
Stress is one. of the leading
There are several theories
problems tbat afflicts Ameri- believed to be successful in
cans every day. School, relieving and avoiding
work, friends and relatives, stress, the option exists only
plus many other things are for the one that works best
' all examples of stressors for you.
that we come into contact
The periodical Mother
Earth News claims that orwith every day.
Stress is defined in Web, ganizing your life will help
ster's Dictionary as, "strain you to reduce stress. They
or straining force; a 'force have established nine guideexerted upon a body that lines to follow. They are...
1. Keep a planning notetends to strain or deform its
shape." But how can an book.
exam, a teacher or even
2. Maintain a daily "to do"
your own mother impose list.
such an effect upon you that
3. Establish lifetime objecmay "strain or deform" tives.
your body? Perhaps it's not · 4. Use an appointment
these things or people that calendar and schedule time
directly inflict this burden for self-care.
Aupon you, but your reactions
5. Establish a regular
• and interpretations of these planning time.
problems.
.
6. Examine how you use
When we encounter stress- your days.
ful situations, normally, in7. Don't let "impossible"
stead of working to relieve problems intimidat-e you.
the stress, we-add to the ten- 8. Learn to unload unnecsion, by cramping up the essary tasks...and say no.
muscles of our body. Clench9. Don't hesitate to ask for
ing of the jaw, tightening of help.
the face and shoulders are
Another view, taken from
all examples of adding un- SeU magazine, states that,
A culprit that exists, unfor-

Halloween does ~trange
things to the miiid
dear old mother. From his
head to his black booted feet,
he/she was certainly a sight.
The face was white with
exceedingly ' exaggerated
green eyes, the body was
cover.ed somewhat with a
chasit, the right arm bore a
heart shaped tatoo with the
word "BOSS" printed over
:it. He/she wore black panties wi~ a garter belt. holding up fishnet stockings, and
over each forearm there
were fingerless dinner
gloves. The only reason why
this person was alone, was
so he/she could lure some
poor unsuspecting person
into the evil grasp of
"LUST".
The fourth and fifth of
these hopeless "Freudian"
cases were dressed in
U.W.S.P. cheerleading out- .._
fits. They bore make-up, pinned back hair, and overly
exaggerated "mammalian
protuberances." I think
these two guys had boy-· '
friends, because they always
had guys hanging over them.
But who knows, they could
have been girls dressed as
guys.
There were two people
dressed as Boy George. H it
is safe to assume that they
were girls, then they really
have a problem. In fact it
would mean that these people were dressing like a guy
that is trying' to look like a
girl. Now there you have a
real problem.
Ali-in-all, you really have
to wonder what goes on in
the minds of these poor sexually deprived people. By
the way, which bathroom
would they use.
Cont. on p. u··
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.Actors and dancers let actions overwhelm words
by Michael Daehn .
We've all heard the ageold adage that what one does
speaks much louder than
what one utters. In the last
ten days, caDlpus and local
. arts patrons have bee·n
tFeated to not one, not two,
but three excellent illustrations of this tiine-tested Dlaxim.
For those of us raised to
believe African rhythDls_wer~
only Tarzan's cue that more
dumb colonial hookies
needed to be pulled out of
the stew, the primal ruDlblings of Milwaukee's Ko Thi
dancers were an enlightening experience. The internationally respected troupe
spent several days on caDlpus engaging local novices in
the spirit and energies of native African percussion,
dance and movement
through a series of workshops and perforDlances.
AlDlost before the Conga's
last din had faded, the curtain rose on the crea01 of
UWSP's very own dance departDlent as nine ca01pus
choreographers vied for top
honors in the Central Wisconsin Dance Competition
PreliDlinaries.
The contest, held at Sentry
Theatre, attracted an enthusiastic house, who were

.
.
encouraged to pick their per- talents they've acquired on
sonal favorites from a01ong the journey's first legs. Perthe diverse offerings. How- haps an additional student
ever, a panel of celebrity ' danceoff precedirig this conjudges made the final deci- test wbuld be helpful.
sion on which two entries
Putting aside the pitfalls of
will advance to the regional comparison, there were at
ADlerican College Dance least four entries that truly
Festival competition sched- deserved rave notices. Two
uled for next March in Ste- were intriguing nUD1bers of a
vens Point.
serious persuasion; Susan
From my seat, the eve- Hughes Gingrasso's moving
ning's entertainment was balletic adaptation of Strindsomehow reDliniscent of the . berg's "The Father" and
little girl who had a little linda Caldwell's meSDleric,
curl right in the Dliddle of space-:age collage "RoDlaDher forehead. The best DUD1- tic Gentility" were Ute
bers were very, very good- judge's choices to represent
the worst, something much, UWSP at the next level.
much less than that. In
Two others, whose aims
short, there was a wide dis- were as entertaining as their
parity of quality between the execution, were new dance
faculty choreographed faculty member Karen
pieces and most of those Studd's Dladcap coOlie hapdone by students.
pening "Orchestral Bodies"
Obviously, this is an edu- and senior Eliza beth
cational institution-one pur- Ebben's lovely and lyrical
pose of which is to develop solo "The SUDlDler Knows."
--the creative skills of its stu- Both ranked very high in the
dents. In the performing audience's critical judgn1ent.
arts, public showcases are
A final stunning testainent
an essential component ·of to the ability of the physical
such instructional goals. But to overshadow the vocal was
with any but the trUly excep- provided last Sunday by The
tional student, a public show- National Theater of the Deaf
case alongside one's mentors in two Sentry Theatre pergenerally illustrates most {orDlances.
If ever a case needed to be
clearly how far the ·student
must still travel, rather than argued that one gesture can
highlighting the substantial ·carry the force of a thousand

words, then this is the group
that should be handling the
"pro" side of the question.
Anyone who witnessed their
visually riveting presentations of "The Hero With A
Thousand Faces" would
un~ou~tedly agree.
The National Theater of
the Deaf is a multi-talented
ensemble who have pushed
aside the inconvenience of
their auditory disa6ilities
and devoted their energies
away from self-pity and into
fine tuning their acting,
dance, Dlime and movement
skills. Individually, they are
polished and impressive. In
communion, they're awesome!
"Hero" is a light-handed
synthesis of myth and fairy
tale, loosely entangled
around the theme of self-discovery. Dialogue is luuldled
Kabuki fashion-the actor
(King Minos, for exa01ple)
delivered his lines in sign
language while creating a
character internally and
externally. A translator,
unobtrusively placed in the
chorus; vocally acted the
role in an effective comple.
menfary style.
This dynaDlic fusion built
upon the script's DlaSterful
blend of chortlin' good humor and tragic pathos the

way a flashlight draws from
a battery-the intensity held
steady except when they
purposefully turned it off.~
astrological panoraDla whi
braces "Hero's" siDlple se
further heightened the sense
of spectacle, perhaps lending
to it even a sense of histori.:- ·
·ca1 significance.
The sources of the story.
theater were diverse.
"Hero" begins with the
Brother GriDlDl's pre-Disney, stark telling of Snow
White's untimely demise,
leaps into a lazzi-saturated
rendition of the "Frog
Prince," and ends Act I with
the woeful fable of how Daedalus' boy, Icarus, waxed off
one too DlaDY tiines.
The second act was a bit
less buoyant and perhaps
should have included more
moments of Dlirth. To be
fair, however, there aren't
all that Dlany yuks to be
"found in the Greek legends
of Theseus and the Minotaur
or Orpheus and Euricides.
The ease in which the company handled the transitions
from the realistic styles of
the Act I offerings to the exaggerated epic DlanneriSDls essential to -the myths was
remarkable. Euripides
would be proud of the uncanCont. on p. 16

·Oh no! Bubble-gmjt boPe
invades A.OR. radio

WHERE:
UNIVERSITY CENTER

.

WHEN:
WEDNESDAY,
NOVEMBER 9TH

TIME:
11:00 A.M.-3:00P.M.
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WITH CJn£R NAlUW AA.rnS AND
IMU?TED ffiENCH 'IOGrnT CULTURES

I

by Paul T. Gaertner
A new chapter in the history of rock and roll will open
on Nov. 17-19. Since 1975,
when Devo first started
Dlaking videos on a regular
and visually coDlDlercial basis, videos have been Dlade
by every type of band playing every type of music.
Now, in 1983, Billboard is finally going to give recognition to the best videos in the
field.
This week the nominees
were released in 16 different
fields in which they will
compete. Similar to the
Oscars, the fields go from
Best Overall Video to Most
Socially Conscious. Michael
Jackson is the favorite to
clean up, being nominated in
nine of the 16 categories and
having both of his popular
videos, BEAT IT and BILLY
JEAN, being nominated together in three of the fields.
Billy Joel is a close second
in nominations with 10 out of
the 16. Outside of those two
performers, the field is pretty well split up, with supergroup bands like MEN AT
WORK and DEF LEPARD,
only having two nominations
apiece.
For all you A.O.R. (AlbUD1
Oriented Rock) radio groupies, you better hope radio
goes cable, because soon
many stations similar to
WAPL in Appleton DlaY be
switching to a mass appeal,
top 40 sound. In the last

year, DlaDY A.O.R. stations
have switched from the old
'70s rock sound to the more
appealing top 100 melody ..influenced sound. Closest to
home, we have witnessed ·
one A.O.R. Station, WLPX in
Milwaukee, go from rock to
"TOP 30 HIT RADIO." Why
have the stations gone this
route? The demographic
range in radio has changed
drastically. Once, A.O.R:
had the audience of 18-25.
But now, as top 40 is becoming better and more acceptable, DlaDY of that market
has changed. The age bracket now is 18-49 in DlaDY areas
of the country, and since a
radio station lives and dies
on rating shares, the station
must adapt to the newer forDlat.
But don't despair all you
"METAL-HEADS," according to Lee Arnold of Milwaukee's metal station
QFM, he insists that "mainstreaDl rock with a metal
edge" is what people want.
When· the Midwest catches
up with the rest of the world,
we will probably find LeeA
Arnold sitting in a display at W
the Milwaukee County MuseUD1 with a sign in front ·
stating, as Tomer puts it
best, "SECOND WAVE INDUSTRIAL ROCKER.''

November Dlay prove to
be the biggest month for
albUD1 releases this year,
according to BDlboard ·DlagCont. on p.l&
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..What does this irili
blot remind you ofl"

Eric Parker
Wayzata,MN
Senior
Water
"I can't believe you're
showing me this, it's obscene."

Keith Brooks
Menomonee Falls
Freshman
Undecided
"It looks like some kind of
butterfly or insect with
wings, a head and a tail of
some
"

Tracey Mosley
Milwaukee
Senior
Communication
"A worm going through a
puddle (plus an unprintable
Freudian interpretation)."

Jim Wilber
Rockford, IL
Senior
Wildllie
"It looks like a shark tail
vertebrae. It's got a centrum, neural and hemal
arch. I just had a test a couple of weeks ago in comparative anatomy."

Peoria, IL
Freshman
Undecided
"It doesn't remind me of
anything. My mom's a psychologist and she's got better
ink blots than this."

Kelly Kosiorek
Appleton
·
Sophomore
Physical Education
"It's a London street light
with fog going across it."

~········,························~···················;-

I

Janet Zwicke
Milwaukee
Senior
Water
"It looks like a crocodile
with wings."

;
I
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;ouToooR RENTAL
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YOU"LL BE

. MANAGING

I
I

R~SPONSIBLE FOR :

YOU MUST :
·CARRY AT LEAST 6 ACADEMIC CREDITS
· HAVE MINIMUM 2 .0 G .PA . CUMULATIVE

I
I
.I
I

FOR MORE DETAILS & APPLICATidNS
CONTACT:

EP.VICES

!I

346·3848
Located -in the lower leve l of the Unive r;sity Center

!

I
1

Applications may be picked up
starting Nov. 9t.,

;

Applications due Nov. 23rd at 4prn.

-

I
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EQUIPMENT;

RENTALS & RENTAL PROGRAM
·.MAINTENANCE OF EQUIPMENT
· SUPERVIZING STAFF OF 7 or 8 OUTDOOR
RENTAL ATTENDANTS

I
I

Nanette Cable
Hillpoint
Sophomore
Communication
4 'lt looks like a jellyfish or
a stingray with a tail sticking out the back."

a

'

COORDINATOR

I
I

Tracy Scott
Milwaukee
Junior
Communication
"To me it looks like a tree
with no to~the leaves are
all off."

I
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Margi Daniels
Green Bay
·senior
Fashion Merchandising
"It really doesn't look like
anything, but I'll say it looks
like a tree."
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Life twice as exciting for Womack sisten ·
by Chris Celichowski

I rapped quietly on the
door of Room 310, hoping I'd
· been given proper directions.
The music of "Midnight
Star" pulsated from inside
and rushed out of the room
as the door swung ope~
smoothly. An attractive
woman greeted me at the
door, and as I stepped into
the room, I was struck by
double vision. I hadn't
dropped in on a wild dorm
party, but I had found the
Knutzen Hall room of identical twins Wanda and Twanda Womack.
As an identical twin myseH, the slight differences
between the sisters were
readily apparent from the
moment our interview began. However, most folks
would find them two figures
cut from the same clothtwo very pretty, young black
women of medium height,
with personalities to match
their physical attributes.
· The twins frequently dress
alike, have similar hairstyles, both wear glasses,
and, like all identical twins,
are cast in the same genetic
mold. However, they get
slightly upset when people
assume that similarities in
one area mean similarities
in all facets of their lives.
"They hear the word
'twins' and that's all they
need," said Wanda. She
noted that she and Twanda
have very noticeable physical differences-Twanda 's
, face is thinner, Wanda is the
taller and "heavier" of the
two-that most people fail to
notice.
"I think people think we
constantly think alike and
breathe at the same time,"
lamented Wanda.
As they grew up, most people treated the twins alike,
including occasionally their ·
parents. When Christmas or
·their birthday rolled around,
'the twins found gifts ad'- _dressed to both of them
- while their siblings got individual presents.
Although they were often
treated alike by their parents, Wanda could only recall one instance when her
_mother confused them. ·
When they were toddlers,
the twins' mother fed Wanda
twice; changed her diaper
twice, and dressed her twice
thinking she had done so for
each twin . At first she
couldn't understand why
Twanda lay crying, while
Wanda seemed so content.
She finally realized her mistake and blushingly corrected it.
The twins found sitnilar interests in · high school, playing on the softball and tennis
teams and playing the clarinet in the school band. However, while Wanda dribbled
the ball up the floor on the
- basketball team, Twanda
was practicing high-kicks as
a member of the porn pon
squad.

The twins noted that some
facets of their relationship
with peers have changed
since high school. In high
school, according to Twanda,
their friends and acquaintances often treated them as
one person. In college, however, things have changed.
"At first it (treating them
alike) started as a game.
But when they got to know
us, they wanted to have us
as friends," said Twanda. "I
guess, in college, you mature," she concluded.
Some psychologists have
advanced theories seeking to
prove the presence of extrasensory perception (ESP)
in twins. Twanda and Wanda
both believe they have some
ESP powers.
"When we were kids," remarked Wanda, "my mother
once whispered something to
my younger sister Yolanda.
She told her what hospital
Twanda and I were born in.
When she asked Twanda and
I the same question, at different times, we both gave
the wrong answer. However,
we both told her the name of
the- same wrong hospital,"
said Wanda.
Twanda also recalled an
incident in which her mother
was having trouble locating
some nails Wanda had been
using last. She asked Twanda to "think like Wanda
would" so that she could
help her find the nails. Within a matter of minutes
Twanda found the nails.
The twins also said they
can communicate over fairly
long distances using their
minds. Twanda noted they
were both clairvoyant, however, she added this "power" seemed to have diminished as they grew older.
This summer the twins
were separated over a prolonged period for the first
time in their lives. Wanda
attended basic training for
the Army Reserve in South
Carolina while Twanda remained behind in Brown
Deer. Twanda had planned
to join her sister in training,
but found out at the last minute a minor health problem
excluded her from the program.
"I never had such an
awful time in iny life,"
mused Twanda. Both agreed
the prolonged split was hard
to deal with.
A few people wonder why
the twins haven't "outgrown" _dressing alike. It's
no mystery ·to the sisters.
According to Twanda, most
of their clothes are alike and
continuing the practice over
the years has made it a habit.
"When we roll -out of bed
in the morning, the first
thing we ask each other is
'what are you going to
wear,' " noted Wanda.
Twanda added, "We still
dress alike because we ·thihk
twins are special."
Twanda's remark reveals

· a lot about the twins. They
know they are special and
_feel aided, rather than bin. dered, by their special relationship. Last year the twins
used this pride in their
uniqueness to secure modeling jobs with the Milwaukeebased Bischoff Modeling
Agency.
Since their initial involvement with Bischoff, Twanda

and Wanda have commuted
from Point to Milwaukee virtually every weekend for
training. By January or February they expect to "be in
the market" as the subjects
of magazine ads and television commercials. In addition·, there is a possibility
you may see them gracing
the ~over of Vogue or another popular fashion magazine

sometime in the future:
Next semester the twins
will transfer to Marquette
University so they can be
closer to their modeling jobs. A
At Marquette Wanda intends W
to pursue a career in medicine, while Twanda remains
"undecided," although she is
contemplating a continued
career in modeling.
As we concluded our interview, I asked Twanda and
Wanda if they enjoyed all
the attention they received
because they were twins.
Twanda replied, "It's nice
for people to think we're special, but we do have different interests. People don't
seem to realize that."
I walked down the stairs ·
and realized something ·
many people have apparently missed when looking atWanda and Twanda Womack. It takes two wonderful individuals to make a;
great set of twins.

Mental illness increases with population growth
by Trudy Stewart

cal science used faith to
guide and influence the peocomplex, it seems that the ple. But those persons whose
rate of mental illness in- faith did not heal could
creases proportionally to the always resort to witchcraft,
speed of living. Each genera- which made use of leeches,
tion has expressed concern eye-of-newt, and much showthat thiS is a forerunner to manship. The sorcerers,
the dissolution of its social- however, were more interpsychological structure.
ested in finding the elixir of
Even primitive man was eternal life or turning lead
affected by these concerns; into gold than the healing
he made use of amulets and arts.
During the Inquisition era,
a witchdoctor's or shaman's
powers to help him cope with many individuals with menthe spirits of the supernatu- tal disorders were thought to
ral world. Gradually these be witches and as a result
magical healing practices were tortured or burned at
became an integral- part of the stake for their hysteria,
some religious beliefs and in- delusions, and hallucinacluded details on how to tions.
Fortunately, for the estidrive out demons, interpretation of dreams, and amu- mated one in eight modern
lets and charms to. ward off sufferers of mental illness,
spirits.
_ treatment has progressed
Christianity itseH came to from exorcism to psychoplay an important role in the therapy.
treatment of mental illness
One important tool to aid
by the use of faith-healing in the prevention of mental
during the Middle Ages. The illness is the practice of
church was the dominant child guidance. This involves
· factor of society at this time intensive treatment of inand in the absence of medi- creasing numbers of disAs our society grows more

turbed children and emphasis on mental hygiene principles in education.
Group therapy. is considered by some as one of
the major developments of
this age. Through group
therapy the sense of isolation
is reduced, emotional weaknesses are supported, and
the patient is able to confront his problem and gain
insight thereof. ·
Lobotomy has been almost
discontinued because of its
drastic nature,- though in
some cases there were "miraculous" cures.
Electroconvulsive therapy
is still used in some depressive· states, but more and
more therapists are relying
on that panacea of modern
culture: chemicals. Each ·
year, billions of tablets of
Thorazine, Valium, Miltown,
and Equanil are being ·used
to· modify psychotic behavior, reduce tension, and relieve symptoms of mild and
severe emotional turmoil
and excitement.

Roman HolidaY:
relief hits the beat
by Paul T. Gaertner
Roman Holiday
Cookin' on the Roof
(Roman-Rock)

What is meant by the term
"Roman-Rock"? RomanRock is a phrase that I devised which best sums up
this album by Roman Holiday. Roman Holiday is a
very fresh band that I
enjoyed listening to very
much. Since last fall's barrage of fresh music, lately ·
music has been becoming
stale and repetitious. Howev-

er, by using an interesting
mix of horns, guitars and
saxaphone, R.H. achieves a
very fresh and up-beat
sound. Their overlapping
melodies which are present
throughout undercut
the album
are
them8elves
by guitarist Brian Bouhomme's
deep bass vocal. The band's
get-up-and-go attitude is refleeted in the lyrics, w1lich
seem to be carefree and nonpolitical.
As far as buying the album
goes, I rate it a 4, and find it

a must for any serious
album buyer who is interested in good, fresh, strong,
carefree rock and roll.
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"AUDIENCES WILL SIMPLY CHERISH
'BREAKING AWAY'."
Richard Schickel, TIME MAGAZINE

6:30 & 9:15

RIBEYE FOR TWO

american

$13.95

Includes: tossed salads. soup, choice of potato,
rolls and ' coffee plus FREE carafe of wine with
student or faculty I. D.
Over the river (take 1st left) and (41f2 miles)
through the woods to:

November
14
smokeout

Room 101 Collins

Nov.17

+=

~~..!_~~ .Only $1 50

B-gum, cont.
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FILMS INCORPORATED

Sponsored By Free Wheelers Bike Club

'
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azine. Here are the listings:
Adam Ant, STRIP, 11-28;
Duran Duran, SEVEN AND
THE RAGGED ·TIGER, 1110 ;· Billy Joel, COLD
SPRING HARBOR, 11-21;
Ozzy Ozborne, BARK AT
THE MOON, 11-14; Rolling
Stones, UNDER COVER; 1114; .38 Special, TOUR _DE
FRANCE, 11-15; U2, UNDER A BLOOD RED SKY, 11-18; Yes, 80102, 11-11. No
release date has yet been set
for ABC, BEAUTY STAB;
and Musical Youth, DIFFERENT STYLE. Just released are Blue Oysten Cult,
BOb Dylan, Paul McCartney,
and Willie Nelson.

Culture, cont.
ny clarity with which the
actors convey their charac-ters' objectives.
_
Through "The Hero With A
Thousand Faces," the National Theater of the Deaf
shared their belief that the
hero exists within us all, that
we all must explore the labyrinths which constitute the
core of our beings. This
ensemble has obviously taken on that challenge in a
bold, successful fashion.
Thanks to their efforts last
Sunday, there may be numeous maze mounters .in
Stevens Point who will follow
in their footsteps.

StreBI, cont.

-SCHNAPPS

SO COOL•.

·---------------,

Back in the 1840's legend has it Dr. A.P.
INTRODUCTORY REFUND OFFER
I $1.50
McGillicuddy achieved fame and
FROM DR. McGILLICUDDY'S.
fortune throughout Canada. They say
your $1.50 refund, fill out this refund order
I Tofo~mreceive
and mail it with the -neck label from the 750ml
his special concoction called
or liter size of Dr. McGillicuddy's to:
I Dr. McGillicuddy's $1.50 Refund Offer
Mentholmint Schnapps had a taste so
refreshing going in, so smooth going
I P.O. Box 725, Dept. 302, Lubbock,_ TX 79491 ·
down, that thirsty trappers came from
I NAME-------miles around just to buy it.
1 ADQRESS
· Dr. McGillicuddy is long gone, but
CITY - - -STATE _ __
I Size purchased
his Mentholmint Schnapps lives on in
750ml ( ) Liter ( )
(To remove the neck label, hold bottle under running
your favorite tavern or liquor
1 warm water and carefully peel off the label.)
emporium.
NOTE: Offer valid only to adults of legal drinking age. Onere~
fund per household. Offer expires September 30, 1984. Please
6-8 weeks for delivery of refund check. Officers, employ·
Try Dr. McGillicuddy's Mentholmint I allow
ees and representatives of licensed retailers and wholesalers,
groups
organizations are not eligible. Void where prohibited,
I
Schnapps straight up, on the rocks, or
I taxed ororrestricted
by law. This official request form must ac.
company
your
request,
and
may
nm
be
duplicated
in
any
war.
WC5a
with your favorite beer. Any way you
pour it, schnapps never tasted so cool. L - - - - - - - - - - - - - - J

IMPORTED FROM CANADA

Product of Canada so• Liqueur Imported by General Wine & Spirits Co .• N.Y., N. y_

over with tension. However,
further options exist to .help
you handle this pressure.
The UWSP Health Center offers their remedy fo.r stress
by encouraging students to
remember the four "S's."
These are Smile, Slack, Sag,
Smooth. They all relate to
relaxing our bodies to avoid
further anxiety due to stress.
"Smile" is to · "make your
eyes sparkle." "Slack" by
letting your jaw hang, and
"Sag" by dropping your
shoulders. "Smooth" refers
to relaxing your forehead.
All of these easy movements
can be great keys in learning
how to deal with stress. ·
A final way to discover
more about stress a.nd what
·is the best way for you to
handle it is to attend the
Stress Awareness-Reduction
Program. It is a four-week
series, held Mondays from 35 p.m., starting Oct. 31-Nov.
21 in . the Communications
Room of the UC.
Stress is a' problem that
people encounter at one time
or another, so learning how
to deal with it, and the best
ways to avoid it, can be beneficial for a relaxing and
healthier life.
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Rock Week
Experience an all-out attack
on the.senses

"Pink Floyd The Wall"
Thursday, NovJI 3
Friday, Nov. 4
6:30 and 9:15
·

,

Sunday and Mond·a y
·November 6th & 7th

UC-PBR

·
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''BLACK &BLUE"
-NOTE SPECIAL TIME
FOR THIS FEATURE
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Pointers stampeded in ·third straight loss
-~

'~

by BID Laste
The River Falls Falcons
literally ran over the Pointer
football team at Goerke
Field Saturday, dropping the
Pointers' record to 1-5 in the
WSUC and 3-5 overall. The
final score was 49-29.
The Falcons' ground game
amas_sed 612 yards, smashing the all-time WSUC single
game rushing mark of 540
yards set by the '75 Falcons
against the Pointers.
Jim Bednarek rushed for
342 of the Falcons' yards on
30 carries. His effort, howev-

The passing game also had ~ punt again. He hit the corner
a good day. Dave Geissler with a kick that bounced out
enjoyed more time to throw of bounds at the Falcons'
the ball than he might have seven.
become accustomed to in reFrom there, the Falcons
cent weeks_ and completed 20 ran 12 straight running plays
of 26 passes for 263 yards, to cover the 93-yard distance
two touchdowns and one in- . to the Poinier goal line. Bedterception.
narek scored the touchdown
LeRoy attributes' part of on a two-yard blast up the
the Pointers' aerial success middle. He gained 50 yards
to a new blocking scheme on -the drive, with 37 of them
developed for the offensive coming on an option play
line.
around right end.
"We didn't pull our guards
On the Pointers' next posout on the ends as much as session, Mike Christman .
we have In the past. That coughed up the ball at fu.e

Pointer 33 and the fwnble
was recovered by a Falcon
defender. Two plays later,
Bednarek took a handoff 23
yards up the middle to put
River Falls on top 14-0.
The next Pointer possession consisted of two runs,
an incomplete pass and a
punt and the Falcons had the
ball on their own 38.
Derginer then attemp~d
his first pass of the game.
The long spiral was picked
by Mike Brekke and returned 51 yards to the Falcons'
14. However, Brekke's effort

was negated by a questionable pass interference call
and the Falcons had a first
down at the Point 35. Three
plays later, Bednarek picked
up 27 yards on an option play
around left end and two
plays after that, he plowed
into the end zone from the
one. A bobbled hold left the
Falcons without the complementary _PAT, but they still
led 20-0 with 14:26 left in the
half.
The Pointers weren't reaCont. on p. 21

-Rugby.alive and weU at UWSP
..,

.

common, as are fwnbles and
Neither did a lot of the
by Bill Laste
Ever try to figure out a turnovers. But in Rugby, members of the Stevens
possession isn't necessarily Point Rugby Football Club
Rugby game?
nine-tenths
of the law.
when they first started playIt's probably a little easier
But one of the most inter- ing the game. Paul Champ, ·
for the average Joe to understand if he looks at it in esting aspects of the game is now a coach of the team,
terms of football, the Ameri- the scrwn. Seven players was one of them.
can kind.
from one team interlock
"Like most of the guys
Basically, there are two arms, legs, and heads to who play, I knew nothing
Mike Gaab looks for an opening in the Falcon
teams running up and down create a 14-legged animal about the game when I first
from the Pointers' 49-29loss to Falls.
er, only reached second was leaving us susceptible to the field almost continuous- which then collides ,with a started out. I just knew a
place on the WSUC individu- the linebackers' filling. ly, each of them trying to similar beast made up of couple guys on the team.
"Most people don't go out
al game record list, as Jim We're keeping them guess- score touchdowns, which are opposing team members.
Baier of the '66 River Falls' ing a little more by some- called tries and are worth The ball is rolled into the looking for a Rugby team to
squad registered 370 yards, times pulling the guards out four points instead of six. If center of the creature and join. In most cases you've
also against the Pointers.
and sometimes leaving them they score a try, a member the hooker, whose duties are got somebody who knows
The Falcons succeeded in in, keeping the tight end in of that team gets to kick an · similar to those of football's you on the-team who drags
their ground game by consis- sometimes and sometimes - extra point which, in Rugby, center, tries to kick the ball you in."
Champ was a playing
back through his side of the
tently running a flawless releasing him. Same thing is worth two points.
option play that would have with the backs. That means
The players punt the ball serum. When the ball finally member of the team back in
made Oklahoma coach Bar- we can usually get two more often and should the ball roll appears outside of the the early days of the club,
ry Switzer proud. Quarter- blockers in the blocking out of bounds, they have serum, the serum half can when Point was establishing
backs ,Doug Derginer, Mike scheme, while still having kind of a jwnp ball (oops, pick it, up and run with it, or a reputation as one of the top
Farley and Clark Luesman three or four receivers. That wrong sport) to put the ball pitch it back to his team- notch Rugby organizations_in
mates.
the Midwest.
back in play.
deserve much of the credit helps out a great deal."
Plus, a field is called a
"I've been associated with
LeRoy had dropped hints
In addition, the ball will
for the Falcons' rushing
gains as they executed per.. last week that the Pointers rarely stay in one player's , pitch and a team is called a the team since '77. That was
fectly-timed pitches and well might open things up a little hands for more than a coo- side.
Cont. on p. 19
Understand?
disguised fakes.
bit against River Falls, and ple of seconds. Pitchouts are
However, Pointer coach the opening kickoff showed
OJ LeRoy felt the Falcons' he wasn't kidding. Curt
line was the key to Bed- Thompson fielded the kick
narek's record-breaking and ran a few yards upfield.
ground game.
He then stopped in his
"His line made him better tracks, spun to his right ~nd
than he "is. He had some launched a pass across the
holes to run through. Once field to Mike Gaab, who belyou start breaking runs for plessly watched the ball sail
20 or 30 yards, it's easy to over his head, out of bounds.
break a tackle. You're that The Pointers were nailed for
pwnped up. .
throwing an illegal forward
"There are some good full- pass on the play and the penbacks in this league but I alty put them back on their
don't think he's better than four-yard line.
The Pointers moved out to
many ()f them. They just
gave him the ball and made the 20 but stalled there and
holes for him.''
Jon Kleinschmidt punted to
The Pointer offense, while the River Falls' 40.
eventually being unable to
On the Falcons' first play
keep up with the Falcons, from scrimmage, however,
did a fairly good job them- Farley -fwnbled after being
selves. The platoon went into hit by Dennis Literski and
triple figures in rushing for the loose ball was smothered
the first time in three weeks, by both Ric Perona and Ron
gaining 112 yards in 35 Whitmore at the Falcons' 40.
attempts. Mike Christman
But the Pointer offense
led the Pointers with 52 couldn't get rolling and
-Kevm Byueman subdues an Appletou Bugger as Tim Zldot looks ou.
yards in 12 carries.
Kleinschmidt was forced to

_,.

Pointer Page 19'
We've got a!l shapes and sizes."
One thing that practically
the second year the club had any Rugby Club member
been in existence.
will talk about is the cama'"We've had some real sue- raderie involved in playing
cessful teatru; since then. yYe _ the game. Club members
did eventually devel~p a stde talk about the group almost
that had a lot o~ seruors who as if it were a fraternity.
had been playmg together
"The comradeship is ·realfo~, three or four years:
ly unique to Rugby," said
. We took second m the ·woods. "It's a hell of a
Midwest. a co~ple of y~ars game."
ago and _JUSt ~sed a tnp to
That comradeship and
the, nabo~al fmals. When friendship are also extended
you re talking about ~ompet- to the opposing team. After
ing with schools like Michl- the game, it's a tradition for
gan and Ohio State, that's the home team to host a parquite an accomplishment.
ty for the visitors.
"While we were building
"It's really weird," said
that championship team, we John Golding, the team's
were kind of setting a stan_d- hooker. "You can get out
ard for college Rugby in the there, butt heads and hit
state. A lot of teams looked people but as soon as you
up to us and gauged their walk off that field, that's
success in the season to how where it stays.
they did against us. If th~Y/ "The parties are fun.
beat Point, that made thetr · You're kind of sore afterseason."
wards and the parties make
all the aches and pains not
Jeff Woods, president' of seem so bad."
this year's club, said that an
Hyneman brought up anawareness of the Point Rug- other· purpose for the parby tradition still exists on ties.
theteam.
·
"At the parties you can ·
' "Point has been pretty talk Rugby with the other
well known around the Rug- team and you learn things

Rugby, conL

Looks like irresistible force vs. movable object, but Jeff Woods tries to tackle "Mombo" anyway.

ment, spearheaded by the
Women's Resource· Center,
approached SGA to condemn
the incident.
At the fest itself, there
were problems involving ,
alcohol use in the annex of
Quandt and the locker room,
which the club .had permission to use. Plus, university
officials claimed . that the
grounds were not sufficiently
cleared of empty beverage
containers and other trash
and said that no one had Per• mission to drink on the field.

..

·body knew it was going on.
Sure, there were beer wars
and other crazy stuff but it
was all just in fun.

.

~

try each in the Eau Claire
match. Also deserving credit
for the victory was Brad
Redwine, who split the
uprights on every one of his
kicks, accounting for 13 . of
his team's points. _

"There were girls getting
bit in the butt. Yeah, it's
kind of crude but it goes both
Rolf has been a team ·leadways. I've had girls bite my
er throughout the season,
butt out there too.
·
"I don't know that it's fair commented Woods.
"T.R. is really an inspirathat we got singled out. The
football team does- a lot of tion for this team. This is his
that too. I think they're cra- last semester and he's really
been intense. He kriows· the
zier than we are.
"But they say 'live and game well, plays great and a_.;....
learn' and I guess that's lot of players look up to
Finally, there was an inci- what happened to us."
him."
dent at the Arctic Fest party
at the Starlite Ballroom,
Woods said that Champ
The Rugby Club comes up
where a woman was bitten for reView when their proba- has been another important
in the rear end. The bite left. tionary period ends in contributor to this year's
teeth marks and the wom- March. According to Woods, ·team.
an's mother called the the basic terms of the proba· Tim Zidot leaves Appleton players in his wake in a match held
university and complained tion are "clean up your act
"We had never had a
Saturday.
.
about the incident. The per- and stay · out of trouble." coach before this year and
by circuit ..-as being a good from them. Then you sing son responsible for biting-the
SGA President Scott West Paul has just been superb.
team. When I started play- songs, give cheers to the woman was a Point Rugby
said the club has been doing I've learned so many new
ing, a _lot of the old boys who other team, cheers to the ref player.
that so far, and the Student aspects of the game from
were the 'dynasty'_were kind and you have a good time. It
This last incident was Organization Recognition Qim and his procedures for
of filtering out. But the _tradi- really is a gentleman's · probably the straw that
Committee (SORC) has been getting us into shape are
tiOILStill can be felt."
sport."
·broke SGA's back. Their ini- keeping an eye on them.
excellent. This is the most
/Rugby, of course, is a
But the administration-end tial reaction was to termiI've ever run in practice. bruising sport but that of the organization is almost nate the club as a student or"Fro-m what we know,
· doesn't seem to bother many as important as the onfield ganization for three seme"Everybody on the team
of the players. Kevin Hyne- and post-game · activities, sters. However, through there have been no prob- feels the same way about
man, for example, Said that according to Champ. .
appeals the club reduced the lems," said West. "The Rug- him. He's done a great job
he plays the game mostly
"It takes both aspects to penalty to probation for one by Club has attended every Jor us."
·
because it's fun and isn't be a successful club. We year.
leadership development sesreally a dangerous as many hosted a touring English side
sion we've put on and has
While the Rugby Club may
people would think.
· once and the upper echelon
"It was just a snowball attended every meeting I've
"There are a lot of rules of the Rugby administration effect," said Woods. "It scheduled for presidents of never rival the football team
designed to make it safe. at the national level consid- seemed with SGA, it all of a organizations. Plus, their for fan support,_they have a
For example, when you tack- · ers that to be a very serio~ sudden became popular t«? advisor (Deb Meyer) has loyal group of followers. One
le, you have to use your matter. We jumped at the say 'let's get the Rugby been meeting with Tracey of them is Floyd, a former
(Moseley, SGA vice presi- · playing member of the team
arms. You can't just throw chance to do it because it's Club.' ~
your body into a guy. It's really the essence of Rugby
"But we admit our T-shirts dent). So as far as I know who now calls himself a "s~
probably. not as rough as it to host a touring side. You were a mistake. I guess we they,ve been doing pretty cial member." Floyd· ts
·
probably the most vocal
might seem."
really put your reputation on · just looked at them with ig- good.".
member of the ·cheering
Woods agreed, saying, "If the line when you represent norance. We thought, 'hey,
corps.
you play it properly it's not your area overseas."
these shirts will sell.' ·
The Point Ruggers have
dangerous. It's a contact
While the club appears to
been "doing pretty good" on
·~n was understood that the pitch lately -too. The
A sport but you don't have the be getting along well with
"Yeah, I yell a lot out
W' contact you have in football. the Rugby administration, there would be no drinking team is currently tied for here. I probably get as many
There you've got the pads their relationship with the in the annex so we kept, as first place in their confer- guys from my own team pisand the helmets and you can university administration best we could, the alcohol ence and won one of two sed at me as guys from the
almost use them as a weap- ~ has been strained by a ·series out of ·there. But there was games last weekend. They other team."
·on. When you don't have · of incidents relating to last mucho drinking on the field. lost to the Appleton city side
pads, it's· just a matter of year's ,Arctic Fest.
and we caught flak for that.
Another is Wendy Ericktackling properly."
The club· printed T-shirts Nobody ever really told us but walloped Eau Claire 33-7
in
a
conference
match.
·
son,
who calls berself a
Wo~ also said th!lt peo- depicting a naked woman that we couldn't drink on the
"Rugger
Hugger." Does that
pl~ don t have to be gtants to leading a dog team that was sidelines.·
mean
you
hug lots of RugenJOY Success as a Rugby . pulling a man on a sled.
scored
three
Torn
Rolf
",Then, at Starlite, we
player.
Many people were outraged didn't see a lot of· the stuff tries for the Point Ruggers gers, Wendy?
"Only if she's lucky,"
"You don't have to be a by the degrading representa- that happened. In fact, when while Timmy Kevan and
'· big guy. Look at our . team. tion of women and a move- we heard about it later, no- Joel Werner picked up one voiced a bystander.

)
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- ~~Hockey
SID-An excellent season
came to a disappointing end
here Saturday, as the UWSP
women's field hockey team
lost to Bemidji State Univer. sity, 4-3, in overtime in the
championship game of the
Wisconsin-Iowa-Minnesota
Conference tournament. The
women stickers finished the
season with a glossy 16-4-1
record.
The Pointers defeated UWPlatteville, 4-0, Saturday
morning to earn the right to
play Bemidji for the title.
UWSP led Platteville, 3-0,
at halftime on goals by Lau-'
rie Craft, Sara Larson and
Jaye Hallenbeck, with Craft
getting an assist on Larson's
goal.
Kristen Kemmerling
1
concluded the Pointer scoring with an unassisted goal
in the second half.
The stickers continued
their sea8on-long dominance
of the statistics, outshooting
Platteville, 39-1, and getting
more penalty corners, 16-2.
Coach Nancy Page admitted that the game was closer
than the statistics would indicate.
"Platteville has improved
much throughout the sea, so~" said Page. "We had to

NOV . 6th
W.loJTii\YSClC J ALS
''Couples Night"
1 hour FREE billiards
to ·all couples. ·
7pm - ~:lose

play well to come away with
the win."
Against Bemidji, ·the
Pointers trailed 1-0 at halftime and 2-0 early in the second half before scoring three
consecutive goals to lead 3-2.
Bemidji then tied the score
with 35 seconds remaining in
the game to send it into
overtime.
The two teams then played
two scoreless 10-minute
overtimes, forcing the game
to be decided by penalty
strokes. Each team selects
five players who alternately
take penalty strokes against
the opposing goalie. UWSP
lost the flick-off, a-1.
Despite · the loss, coach
Page had nothing"'but praise
for the team's performance.
"We played an outstanding
game," said Page. "We
were so close to winningbut Bemidji came up with
· the ~ig play. Everyone
played her heart out-we
couldn't ask for anything
more. We had some opportunities near the end, but just
couldn't score."
Laurie Craft scored two
goals for the Pointers and
Madonna Golla had one,
while Dee Christofferson and
Golla added assists.
The Pointer women again
led the statistical battle with

NOV . 9th
l,rrnr.ociTl-!'.!ANDFR
CO\lPETITION
Today ' s machine:
'IR . DO
NOV. lOth

NCV. 7th

~~CESSINf,

WORI(SHOP
Quandt Gym Annex
6 : 30 - lOpm
·
FREE .. • FRF.E . .. FREE
NOV. 8th
ACU · I 1\'0HEN ' S
TABLE TENNIS TOUR~EY
(singles competition)
Sign up ends at noon .
Play starts at 6 : 30pm .

- ~Tm"N•s

TABLF. TE~NIS TOURNEY
Sign up ends at noon.
Play starts at 6 : 30pm.
LAS'T DAY TO ENTER YOUR
Blf, BUCK IS NOV. 13th.

'rhe University Centers

. more penalty corners, 14-12,
and more shots, 22-.17.
Coach Page complimented
the play of both teams.
"It was a very well
played, very competitive and
intense game," said Page.
"It's too bad one team had
to lose.
"The Pointer women are a
class team," Page continued. "We came back after
being down by two goals in
the second half and almost
came away with the win. It's
a hard thing to put the burden on the goalkeeper in the
tie breaker. There's a lot of
pressure on the five players
who. must try the penalty
strokes too.
"We've had an excellent
season," said Page. "It has
been a pleasure to work with ·
all the team members. They
_are a very talented group of
young women.~'

l'r:"

·Men 'a X-C

SID-Despite testing their
top nine runners, the UWSP
men's cross country team
ran very well in a 19 to 44
point loss to UW-Eau Claire
at the Hillcrest Country Club
here Saturday.
Tom Cheney and Steve
Ertz of UW-Eau Claire came
across the finish line together to win the race in a time
of 26:29.
Kevin Seay and Eric Parker finished in fifth and sixth
places for the Pointers. Seay
-covered the course in 26:56
and Parker posted a time of
26: 58.

Mike Butscher finished in
14th place for the Pointers in
a time of 27:38; Dean Schillinger grabbed 24th place in
28:33; Randy Bucheger finished 27th in 29:02, and Bob
Ullrich finished 28th in 29: 03.
Pointer Coach Rick Witt
felt the meet accomplished
just .what he wanted.
"We rested our top nine
men and we ran the others
to see who would make up
our conference team next
week," Witt said. "We ran
well against UW-Eau
Claire's top runners.
"Kevin Seay and Eric
Parker ran . with their top
men and ran 30 seconds faster than they did two weeks
ago on the same course. We
were not real keyed up for
this race but got what we
wanted."
The Pointers return to
action on Saturday, November 5, for the WSUC Championship meet ~t UW-8tout.

V-ball
SID-The UWSP women's
volleyball team got off to a
qUick start in the Halloween
Invitational this weekend
· ·
th · f' t th
wmmng eir Irs
ree
matches. Later the spikers
were defeated in their final
two bouts against strong Division n opponents.
The Lady Pointers opened
the invitational with victories over Bemidji State
(MN), 15-5, 15-6; Lakehead
University of Ontario, Canada, 15-7, 15-4; and Macalester (MN), 17-15, 15-4. The
Pointers' two losses came at
the hands of Division II
powerhouses Northern Michigan, 15-5, 15-6, and North
Dakota State, 15-4, 15-7.
In the opening match
against Bemidji State, the
Lady Pointers were led by
Carol Larson who served
nine points with one ace and
Chris Samp who added seven
points with one ace. Dawn
Hey and Sally Heiring both
had four kill spikes for the
Pointers.
The victory over Lakehead
University was ac·com.
plished by the strong servmg
of Lisa Tonn who scored
eight points for the team and
Dawn Hey who had eight kill
sp~:~ Hey led the Pointers
scoring 11 points on serves in
the win over Macalester.
Lisa Tonn and Karla Miller
contributed 12 kill spikes
with Tonn having eight and
Miller four. Hey also had
four kill blocks for the lady
spikers.
Pointer head coach Nancy
Schoen was plea~:~ed with the
first day victories and the
excellent total team effort.
"We were fired up and
ready to play. We had fine
communication from- everyone and never let down. Our
attack was evenly dispersed
which indicated total team
input. Our blocks were there
and our defense was able to
bring balls up on the good
spikes that went around our
block."
In the defeat to Northern
Michigan the Pointers were
plagued with a total of 13

bad passes. Scoring for the
Pointers came from the
serving of Dawn Hey and
Carol Larson who compiled
a total of seven paints and
three aces. Karla Miller had
three kill spikes and two kill
blocks for the Pointers.
In the final match loss to
North Dakota State, the
Point women were led by A
Carol Larson who served W
seven points, Karla Miller
who had six kill spikes, and
Dawn Hey who added. four
kill spikes.
Coach Schoen admitted
her team had much difficul·
ty with the Division II
schools.
"We were up against some
pretty tough teams. They
were extremely skilled and
we weren't used to seeing
that fast an offense. They were excellent servers and
we had to play defense most
of the time. They could run
such a fast offense that we
had trouble ·putting up the
block soon enough and thus
our defense had trouble
adjusting."·
Freshman standout Dawn
Hey was the only Lady
Pointer to receive indivj.dual
recognition in the 19-team
meet as she was selected to
the all-tournament team.
The Pointer women return
to action on Thursday, Nov.
3• when they meet uw-La
Crosse and UW-Oshkosh in a
triangular meet in Oshkosh. ·
,.. ·
~\
,
,
•
SID-Behind 8t
A
a rong per- •
formance by Cindy Gallagher, the UWSP women's cross
·~ountry team finished an impressjve fourth place in the
Wisconsin Women's lntercollegiate Athletic Conference
meet held here Saturday.
Marquette won the nineteam meet with a score of 41
points, followed closely by
UW-La Crosse with 42 points.
Roudning out he . field were
UW-Eau Claire, 103; UWSP,
120; UW-Milwaukee, 122;
UW-Oshkosh, 142; UW-River
Fa
11s ,194
"t t 220
; uw·-uou,
· 268. · ;
and uw-supenor,
Leading the Pointers ·was
Lady Harrier Cindy Gallagh- _
er who finished the 5,000 meter course in a school record
of 17 :51 · This top 10 finish,
also gave Gallagher all-conf
t
h
1
erence earn onors a ong
with teammate Tracey Lamers whose 19th place finish
with a time o£19:05 qualified
her for the second team allconference.
Other Lady Pointers competing were Jan Jurray,
22nd with a time of 19:11;
Beth Gossfeld, 43rd with a
time of 19:50; Sue Hildebrandt, 48th with a time of ·
20:03; and Andrea Berceau,
59th with a time of 20:50.
A
Remaining finishers were •
Cathy Ausloos, 61st, 21:01;
'
Pam Smail 66th, 21:39; Kathy Seidl 67th, 21:49; and Ka. thy Hirsch was 69th, 22:17.
Coach Dave Parker was
extremely-..,pleased with his
team's performance:
"A fourth place finish in
-this conference is pretty reo-

Women's
XC

Cont. on p. 21

,.
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That didn't stop the Fal- talking about having a .500 time tl:iiS year (after playing
Football, .cont- cons, however. Two plays season."
/
No. 6) and captured fourth -women's X-l:, conL

later, Derginer ran a keeper
dy to quit yet, however. On around right end from · 25
the first play of their next yards out to put River Falls
possession, Geissler sent on top 42-14 with 5:38 left in
Gaab on a post pattern and the third quarter.
hit him for a 54-yard gain
The Pointers answered by
which put Point at the Fal- stringing together 12 plays to
cons' 16. A face mask penal- travel 81 yards, getting sevty moved the ball 10 yards en points closer to the Falupfield and two plays later, cons. The drive featured two
Geissler snuck into the end key pass completions to rezone from the one to put the serve tight end Jim LindPointers on the board.
holm. On .a fourth and eight
The Falcons continued to · play at the River Falls' 19run the ball effectively on yard line, Geissler scramtheir next possession and bled left and right before
had reached the Pointer 21- passing to Gaab in the end
yard line when Farley zone.
attempted his first pass, the
The River Falls second
team's second of the game. stringers opened the fourth
This one was also picked off quarter with anQther touchby Brekke, who leapt at the down drive, as Clark Luesseven to snare the ball and man scored from the threereturned it to the 15.
yard'line to give River Falls
River Falls got the ball a 49-21 lead.
,
back shortly thereafter at
The Pointers closed out the
their 14 on a Kleinschmidt game's scoring with a Dave
punt and from there the Jim Geissler improvisation.
Bednarek show continued. From the nine-yard line,
Bednarek took a pitch off an Geissler dropped back to
option play around left end pass and was nearly sacked,
three consecutive times, but broke two tackles and
gaining 13, 30 and 32 yards. dove into the end zone. Guy
Two plays later, Rick Wie- Otte rolled out with the ball
tersen came up and stopped on the PAT attempt for a
Derginer on a third and two-pointer which left the
eight attempt at the nine, score at 49-29.
giving the' Falcons a fourth
LeRoy thought his team
down situation for the first had the right- idea for stoptime in the game. River ping the River Falls rushing
Falls settled for a Farley attack, but just couldn't get
field goal and led 23-7 with the job done.
3:26left in the half.
''We thought we had a
Mike Gaab took the ensu- good plan goirig in, but it
ing kickoff back to the Point seems like the defense hung
31, and nabbed · a Geissler their heads a little bit after
pass despite being ·hit hard they put two quick ones on
on the next play at the 50. the board in the first quarThree plays later, the Point- ter. We could've done a beter line gave Geissler what ter job tackling and coming
seemed to be an eternity to up and meeting the ball carthrow and he hit an open rier too."
Tim Lau with a 39-yard
The Pointers' employment
touchdown pass. The Point- of their own running game
ers trailed 23-14, but were against the Falcons was a
still in the game at the half.
surprise, considering that
Falcon Dan Kahlow took the Falcons' rushing defense
the opening · kickoff of the was ranked third in the nasecond half and faked a re- tion going into the game, and
verse, which fooled a num- that the Pointers have not
ber of Pointer defenders into had a consistent rushing
following an empty-handed game for much of the seaFalcon. With the middle son. LeRoy, however, said it
wide open, Kahlow rambled all went according to the
upfield to the Pointer 49 be- plan.
fore being tackled. Derginer
"We went to a short passfollowed by running an ing game and somewhat oLa
option play for 20 yards running attack, trying to
around right end and Bed- complete a pass for five or
narek, not to be outdone, six yards and then do some
took a pitch 28 yards to the running on second or third
one. Derginer scurried into down, depending on OJlr situthe end zone .from there and ation.
the Falcons began to pull
"I was happy with the type
away ff'om the Pointers.
of running we had. I think
On the Falcons' next pos- you'll see more of this next
session, Ed Nadolski got into . year, when we have personthe act by running 22 yards nel who can run the ball.
with a pitchout to the Point- They're here. It's just a mater 34. Bednarek then went ter of getting them develstraight ahead for gains of oped and that takes time.
five and 22 yards and Farley
"I kind of like that plan
added six points to the Fal- better than throwing the ball
cons' total by going' 11 yards every down."
with an option play.
Despite taking their third
On the next Pointer pos- straight loss, LeRoy said
session, the team had moved that team morale remains
the ball to their own 47 be- high.
fore Geissler threw an inter"We're not saying 'let's
ception to Rick Bednarek. just finish this year.' We're
Bednarek then apparently going to be out there to win
returned the ball for a touch- these next two ball games.
down, hut Geissler turned The players feel that way.
his back on a River Falls' They're going to be working
blocker to get a clipping call. hard at practice. We're still

The Pointers travel to
lovely Superior, Wisconsin,
next week to face the tough
·defense of the 1-7 Yellowjackets. Superior has held
Whitewater and La Crosse,
both· offensive powerhouses
(Whitewater scored 42 points
against the Pointers) to just
eight points in previous
meetings this season.

'

T~nnis

The University of Wisconsin-Stevens Poirit women's
tennis team finished eighth
in the 1();.team Wisconsin Women's Intercollegiate Athletic Conference Meet which
was held this weekend at
Nielsen Stadium.
Marquette won the meet
with 52 points while OW-Eau
Claire was second with 46.
Rounding out the standings
were OW-Milwaukee, 29;
OW-Whitewater, 23; OWStout, 15; OW-LaCrosse and
OW-Oshkosh, 12; OWSP, 7;
OW-River Falls, 3; and OWGreen Bay, 0.
Lori O'Neill, a first year
player from Prospect
Heights, ru., figured in all of
the points that OWSP earned
in the meet. She played at
No. 5 singl~ for the first

place.
O'Neill opened play by defeating two straight
opponents in straight sets before falling in straight sets to
eventual runnerup Mary Jo
Laszewski of Eau Claire. In
the consolation final, she lost
to No. 1 seeded Wren Kilian
of Marquette 5-7,6-2,6-1.
O'Neill also combined with
Wendy Patch to gain a
fourth ·place ribbon at No. 2
double's. The twosome
opened plaY, with a bye and
then ··4efe'ated their
opponentS"from' River Falls
in three setikSetbacks in the
next two matches ' to duos
from Eau Claire ami'-·~
waukee gave Point the
fourth place finish.

In tram urals
The Michigan Avenue
Wolverines defeated 3-West
Steiner in the championship game of the all-campus
intramural football tournament. The final score was
20-6. - • •
Watson Hall claimed the
championship in the men's
intramural football tournament held Saturday. Six
teams participated in the
event, which was sponsored
by Premium Brands.

spectable when you consider
that it's without a doubt the
strongest conference in Division lll, with five of the top
10 teams from the NCAA and
NAIA participating."
Parker keyed heavily on
the Oshkosh team in his running strategy.
"What we try and do is to
put one runner in front of
their number one runner and
then let our pack of two to .
six or seven runners finish
with their pack. It has
turned into a real rivalry between the two teams."
Figuring that if his team
concentrated on beating OWOshkosh they would finish
well against the competition,
Parker got more than he
planned as three OWSP. runners finished ahead of the
number one Oshkosh runner.
"These girls gave 110 percent and I am very proud of
them.''
The Lady Harriers will be
back in action on November
11 when they travel to Rock
Island, Illinois, for the NCAA
Regional meet.
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Wassenn~ speaks on ending nuclear safety mytli
1

Harvey Wasserman, historian and free lance writer
spoke at the UWSP campus this past Wednesday. Be.cau~e Pointer Magazine's deadline is Tuesday, it was not
possible to critique his lecture. While a short review will
be provided in next week's issue for those of you who
missed him, Pointer Magazine was able to secure a telephone interview with Mr. Wasse~. The following interview was conducted on Friday, October 28. Mr. Wasserman spoke with John C. Savagian from his residence
in Ohio. Here are his comments on our government's secret experiment with radiation.
P.M.: How has killing our
own been received?
Wasserman: -Surprisingly
well. I thought it was going
to get a storm of negative reviews but actually it got a
storm of positive reviews. Of
course the nuclear industry
had a heart attack when it
came out.
The most interesting
occurrence that happened
was when I did the Today
Show in- the sUII}Iller of '82.
· In the coilrse of four minutes
and fifteen seconds of being
intervie'fed by ·Brian Gumbel, 1 mentioned one of our
major findings, which I still
hold to, which is that the infant death in the city of Harrisburg more ~han tripled in
the three months after the
accident, relative to the
same period of time over the

government will begin to
own up to its responsibility
and take care of our atomic
veterans?
Wasserman: Well they
actually have. There has
been a marked change since
the book came out. -I
woulcbt't contribute it entirely to the book but there's
been a real turn around. The
Department of Defense now
has an eight hundred number for atomic vets, and the
V.A., while I don't know if
they've responded any better
in terms of actual payments,
are giving indications that
they are starting to take it
more seriously.
The Governor of Utah,
Scott M~theson, re~d our
book - 1t was on. his . desk
when he was bemg mterviewed by one of the net-

"The last thing that they (the nuclear industry) want to hear Js that
Three Mile ISland killed people. .In
fact, it did."
previous two years. The next
morning the Atomic Industrial Forum sent an unprecedented two page telegram to
the presid~nt of NBC News
denouncing me and saying
that Bryant Gumbel was antinuclear, which was quite
imaginative on their part.
Essentially they were flipping out because the last
thing that they want to hear
is that TMI (Three Mile
Island) killed people. In fact
it did. We have very clear
evidence that it did.
P.M.: Wasn't that basic
i-esear:ch done by Dr. Stemglass (author of Secret Fallout)?
Wasserman: Well, he
showed us where to look. He·
opened the door on that basic charge, but the research
was actually done by the
State of Pennsylvania. Of
course they interpret the
numbers differently. There's
no doubt in my mind that
TMI killed people, and it certainly killed animals in the
area, but the industry
doesn't want to hear it.
P.M.: Faced with such a
well researched expose on
our experiment with radiation, do you feel that our

work's shows - ·and we have
these two big law suits in
Salt Lake City, one from the
ranchers whose sheep were
killed by the fallout from the
Dirty Harry test in 1953 that one was thrown out of
court in 1956 but in '82, the
same judge, twenty-six
years later, reopened. the
case, saying that the government had lied to , him, and
the AEC (Atomic Energy
Commission) had intimidated witnesses. His opinion
in reopenmg the case is really one of the seminal documents of the nuclear age.
And of course there are
inore than a thousand, I
think it was more than eleven hundred actually, people
and their survivors who are
suing based on deaths from
cancer and leukemia as a result of the test program. The
outcome of these two suits is
going to 'be very important.
P.M.: We often hear that
radiation induced cancers
cannot be proven because of
the time lag between exposure and symptoms, and because cancer does not emanate from any one particular
source. As you mentioned in
the book, it doesn't wave a

flag saying "this is what
caused me." Is this always
trUe, and if so, is the government hiding behind this burden of proof?
Wasserman: There is sucf!
a thing as epidemiology
which is when you study
many people under similar
circumstances and then you
draw your conclusions. For
example at ieast seven of
·
the one ' thousand Mannes
.
d
t
N
ki
d
· g
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s lone a agasa
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P.M.: Could it be argued
that America's first decade
of experience with atomic
bombs was one of playing
with the unknown, in that
knowledge about radiation
was limited and therefore
the public statements made
by the AEC and Pentagon officials concerning safety of
citizens and soldiers, while
perhaps naive, were nonetheless sincere?•
Wasserman: No, for two

"Cancer and leukemia were virtually unknown_in that area before
the bo~b test program began, and nOW
it's an epidemic. What else could it
h · b ?"
ave een.
. the clean-up are or have suf- reasons. First of all, some
fered from multiple myloma, did know, there was some ina very rare form of cancer. dications from earlier ruAmong a normal healthy dimentary tests. We had
population, of which you can been getting exposed to medsay the Marines are since ical X-rays since the 1890s
they offer a good cross sec- and in only a couple years
tion, you would expect less after that it became known
· than one case. This qualifies that there were serious probas an epidemic. And where lems with x-rays_. By the
else could ~t have come 1920s we were having people
from? Well obviously the working in radiant dial fac'first place you would point tories, and they also suffered
your finger is the radiation from very well known probat Nagasaki.
lems. It was also known that
I think one of the great iro- uranium miners suffered
nies of history is that the from a very high abnormal
people who were most di- rate of lung cancer from the
rectly downwind. from the radon gas. So there was a
bomb testing in Nevada are certain backlog of informathe Mormons of Utah. If you tion about problems with rahad wanted to choose a hu- diation.
man population for a mass
But the second point is
experiment with radiation · really the more important
exposure in this country you and the more solid; even if
would probably choose the there was no evidence to say
Mormons of Utah; they don't that this stuff was dangerous
smoke, .they don't drink, there was also no evidence
they don't move around, · to say it was safe. What the
they keep great records, AEC and the government

" Even if th re was no eVI•dence t0

say that thiS Stuff WaS dangero~,
there was als ·no evidence to say It
Was Safe."
.
were doing was runmng

they have double the
al reproductive .rate, ey're
very success and edu ation
oriented, and there wJre no
other ~nvironmental arci·
.nogens in the area.
cancer and leukemi were
· virtually unknown in · that
area before the bomb test
program began and no it's
an epidemic. What else could
it have been? It seems o me
in scientific . terms it' cut
and dried.
P.M.: Of course the government is saying it's nrt.
Wasserman: They're saying it now with a little ore
reservation. It's just be orne
a little too obVious to turn
down anymore. As I said,
these court cases will go a
long way towards reall determining what's been doing
on.

around; and if you see the
literature of the . time, it's
very clear, they were saying
''there's no possible danger," that "no one has ever
been harmed." And there

starting to show that it was
very dangerous. There were
AEC scientists who were
doing area survey~ and were
fin~g. large. 9uantities of
rad1ahon wh1ch cJearl~
posed ~ good chance that 1t
was gomg to be ~angerous. ·
These were consciOusly suppressed.
.
So, the . AEC <i:id ,take a
hand and if they dido t know,
they
a great effort
not
knmadeTh
f D
to
ow.
e
name
o
r.
Weiss was one. His reports
were confisc~ted: P.e~ple
h wer making JUStifiable
:ci~ntificeclaims of danger in
the area were kept from sayin~ that something was
gomg on.
'P.M.: How was your
access to government documents handled? Did the
cloak of secrecy ever binder
you or your associates?
wasserman: We were
working primarily with
bomb tests and stuff that
was already two decades
old, so access was not so seriously limited. At TMI .of
course, its the question of
the three monkeys with their
hands over their eyes, mouth
and ears. The State of Pennsylvania did a remarkable
job of obfuscating as much
as possible, but some of this
stuff inevitably gets .out. It's
not classifi~d, a lot of it is
public record and its just a
question of putting it together. We have 1,300 footnotes
in Killing Our Own and none_
of it is classified.- The. most
sensitive stuff we got was information the Nader group
had forced to be declassified
about the CIA knowledge
about the waste dump that
blew up in Russia, which is
kind of ironic; the most sensitive stuff we get is not even
about the United States, it's
at;~~itsi:~ems that when
we are looking for proof positive about deaths from radiation, whether from fallout, nuclear mining, power
plants or their accumulating
waste, we are still confronted with the yroblem of who

" ...there are more than eleven hundred people and their survivors who
ate suingbased on deaths from cancer
and leukemia as a result of the test
program."
was no scientific basis for
saying that. These people,
for political reasons, were
saying that it was safe, yet
there was no scientific basis.
They really were extremely
irresponsible and they had
clear political motivations.
Furthermore, they had ·a
very marked 'tendency to repress very substantial scientific information that was

was exposed and when.
Wasserman: Well, the nuclear shot Simon, in 1953,
sent a radioactive cloud into
the atmosphere which
crossed the country and
came down in a rain storm
in Albany and Troy (New
York). It was widely known
that a lot of radiation was
brought to earth in that
Cont. on p. 24
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Wass~rman,.cont.
- had developed.
area. In adults you would
p.M.: Then those would be
have to wait for ten or twen- listed as normal deaths?
ty years before cancer rates
Wasserman: Right.
could be tracked backward.
p.M.: I was rather mHfed
However, it's much quicker after readfug this. "Killing
for infant death rates. They Our Own" really put it toby Andy Savagian
did go up fairly quickly . gether for me concerni!lg our
. ·
That is really the prime indi- government's duplicity in
"The earth is the mother
cator, if you ever want to get experimenting on its own of all people, and all people
a fast indication, chec~ the people. It seems that when a - should have equal rights
infant death rates.
government gets as large as upon it."
P.M.: So we are dealing ours, it stops feeling for the
Chief Joseph of the
with a very crucial time people within its own counNez Perce tribe
since all the cancer deaths . try· What could you offer as
He came to the Americas
should be appearing · in- a means to reverse this some five millenia ago. He
adults due to these expri- trend?
crossed the now famous and
ments.
Wasserman: I think we non-existent land bridge of
Wasserman: Absolutely! can start by a greater use of Asia and Alaska, unaware of
But see, there's another di- the initiative and referen- the significance of his move.
mension too and this· is an- dum in the future. There Perhaps he was only jourother big controversy in Hir- were 230 votes in 42 states in neying to this continent to
oshima and Nagasaki. As 1982 on direct decision mak- find better hunting grounds,
Dr. Alex Stewart has pointed ing by the people. I think or to escape hostile neigh' out - .she did the pioneer that is a good start. I'm not bors. Whatever the reason
work on infant deaths as a a big fan of electoral cam- was, he eventually spread
result of X rays inutero - paigns but I think they're in- out and settled most of North
that people who are exposed evitable. Ultimately, I think and South America, with
to significant quantities of people really have to fight customs as diverse as the
radiation, their ilfimune sys- for information to come out vast lands he occupied. He
terns are affected, so that of the government and to cut was the Native Americanthey may die of other dis- the power of government to he was the Indian.
eases such as tuberculosis or keep it from doing these
The name for which sociepneumonia before the cancer things.
ty refers to these diverse
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • •. . people comes from , Chris·topher Columbus, who mistakenly labeled them as inhabitants of the India he'd
thought he had found. We
have been using the term

The Indian psyche-coexisting with nature ·

The .white

man psyche-

master of all that he sees?

"We abuse land because
we regard it as a commodity
belonging to us. When we see
land as a commodity to
which we belong, we may
begin to use it with love and
respect."
Aldo Leopold,~ from
"A Sand County Almanac"
.by Andy Savagian
He came to the Americas
some 500 years ago, crossfug
the large expanse of the
Atlantic Ocean. He· knew not
of the extent or true destination of his voyage but of the
significance and danger it
entailed. He journeyed to
this continent to seek new
lands, escape religious persecution and various other
reasons. Gradually he
spread across the land,
' .bringing an old, established
world into a land that would
create new rules to live- by.
He was the European-he
was the white man.
White men viewed the
immense stretches of forest,
the endless herds of buffalo
and other wildlife, .and the
people who existed with
them as marketable virgin
timber, wild game for food,
and a savage amongst a savage world. The land was
frontier, or as Professor
. Jackson Turner of the
University of Wisconsin
wrote in "The Significance
of the Frontier in American
History" in 1893:
"The existence of an area
of free land and its continuous recession .... " The land
was now considered free, as
if it had any ownership value
in the first place. A giant
price tag had somehow
evolved on the land that
·said, "For white Europeans
only~"

Westward Expansion, A
History of the American
Frontier, states that the
frontier \vas "the outer edge
of advancing settlement, the
meeting point of savagery
and civilization."
The white man's idea of ·
the environment was born
from the Industrial Revolution-war with nature. The
Westward Expansion continues, describing the essence
of American agriculture.
"Their task (farmers) was
not to adapt but to conquer."
Both the Indian's and the
white man's philosophy of
man's environmental existence naturally disagreed
with each other, and the two
concepts clashed shortly ~f
ter one culture "met" the
other. The first encounter
was between Indian tribesmen and fur traders and
trappers. Again, according
to The Westward Expansion,
the fur traders "broke down·
Indian self-sufficiency,
accustoming red men to the
guns, knives, and firewater
of the white men's higher
civilization."
As the white man moved
farther west and encountered more and more Indian
tribes, . the differences between the cultures began to
seriously affect the function
of both societies. There is no
better example of this conflict than the use of the buffalo in the 19th Century. The
various tribes of Plains Indians used the buffalo in
many ways. The dried meat
from the buffalo could be
eaten plain as jerky, or it
could be made into pemmican by pounding and mixing
the meat with hot grease and
dried berries. Indians also
roasted the meat over fires,

along with the intestines for
sausage. The hides were
used for the making of teepees or buffalo robes, and
required much preparation
before using. The Indians
also used the dried buffalo
dung for their main source
of fuel, and it has been said
that the fires gave off a
sweet smelling odor.
The white man also used
the buffalo for food and
clothing. The back loins and
tongue were considered very
delectable, and buffalo fur
coats and robes were very
popular in the East. However, the white man exploited
the buffalo heavily, selling
the hides for three dollars
apiece duiing large demand
periods. Soon the supply of
buffalo diminished from the
massive harvesting,/and this
affected the Indian more
than the white man. The
white man had other resources to draw upon, but
the Plains Indians needed
the-animal to exist-without
it; he could not. Smart men
in the white man's government were very aware of the
Indian's situation; they knew
if there was no buffalo, there
was no Indian, leaving the
plains open for white settlement. General Phil Sheridan, on why he wouldn't support a buffalo protection bi!J.
in Congress in the early
1870's, clearly defines the
white man's environmental
psyche from the 'Indian's:
"The best way to get rid of
the Indian is to destroy the
buffalo by which he lives.
The more buffaloes killed,
the better~ and what good is
a ,buffalo anyway except for
slaughter."

"Indian" for centuries only
because the Indian never
really referred to himself as
"American," "Indian," "Noble Savage" or any of the
other generalized terms our
culture loves to use. The Indians had a simple way of
grouping-his tribe. Many of
their names are quite familiar to us-Dakota, Iowa, Comanche, Apache, Osage,
Pawnee, Menomonee. His
worl" existed only as far as
his need to survive would
carry him.
The Indian viewed the environment as something he
didn't use but as an entity he
was an integral part of.
Each tribe worshipped the
fruitfulness of nature in its
own way. To many Indians
- the trees were their children,
the mountains-their bones,
. the earth-their mother and
the stars-their sisters. They
never desecrated the land,
or altered the balance of the
wild to their own ends, but
lived instead in a bond of
kinship, one they greatly respected and reenacted in
ceretnoni~s of great meaning.

Throughout their history
these strong, spirited people
continuously adopted ingenius ways to exist in the
ever-changing environment.
Whether forest or tundra,
plains or deserts, the natural ·
life of each locality molded
the existence of the Indian.
They ate the plants and animals the land supported and
slept in shelters made from .
the raw materials it furnished. Columbus, commenting on the island people he
encountered, noted the fantastic concept of Indian life.
''The people of this
island... are so guileless and
so generous with all that
they possess that no one
would believe it who has not
seen it. They ~efuse nothing
that they possess, if it be
asked of them; on the contrary, they invite any one to
share it and display as much
love as if they would give
their hearts. They are content with whatever ..trifle of
whatever kind that may be
given to them, whether it be
of value or valueless .... "

~----------------~
BIOLOGICAL SCIENCES/FISHERIES ...
You're Needed
All Over the
World.
Ask Peace Corps Fishery volunteers why the rural formers of
Nepal. Zaire and Samoa need them to help introduce fish pond
management. and harvesting techniques. They'll tell you they

ore helping to increase the world's food supply. And they'll tell
you they ore helping improve the diets and futures of people in
developing notions. Ask them why Peace Corps is the toughest
job you'll ever love.
-

Wed. Nov. 9: I nterviews at Career
Services . Sign up now. Free Film:
Green Room Nov 8 at Noon; Nov 9 at
4:00.
Visit I nfo Booth Nov 8 &9, Unv.
Ctr. Concourse

PEACE CORPS

Pointer Page 2S

ATTENTION WRITERS
The 1983-84 Horizon is looking for writers.

If you want more information, contact
Paul Kennedy at the Horjzon Office or
leave a message at 346-2505.

FORESTRY ...

.. '
Yourre Needed
AIIOverthe
World.

Ask Peace Corps Foresters why they travel half way
around the ~orld to Africa, Asia and Latin America ...
Ask other volunteers why they work with the local people
to help them with forest management, erosion control,
and watershed preservation ... why they learn and speak
their .neighbors' language and adapt to a new culture.
Ask them why Peace Corps is the tough~st job you'll
ever love.

Sign up now .at the Career Services
Office for interviews Wed, Nov,.
9. Visit our booth in Univ. Ctr.
Concourse Tue &Wed, Nov 8 &9. See
free film in the Green Room, Nov 8
at noon; Nov 9 at 4:00

PEACE CORPS
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Strangelove." The University Film Society will start
·things up at 7 and 9:15p.m.
e Saturday, November 5
in the Program Banquet
~ee
X-CLE2\VER-Thishighly- Room of the UC. Admisslon
Thursday, November 3,
is
a
mere
$1.50.
and
Sunday, November 6
~
·~:=i~~ ==~~;:, Sunday and Monday, No- SETV-At
6:30 p.m. _get
e
e
providing danceable music, vember 6 and 7
the real story _with SETV
e for only a buc.k. The concert
e
TOMMY & BLACK AND Live News. '.[he Campus
starts. at 9 p.m. and comes to
BLUE-Two
heavy metal Connection, with host Rob
e
_
·e you courtesy of UAB. .
flicks make up this UAB spe- Kiindert, features aerobics
e
·
• Monday, Novem~r 14
cial double feature. The instructor Lee Kelpinski, the
e
Sunday, November_&
TOM PIXTON-When you widely-acclaimed "Tommy" band Billy Club, and Amy
e
NORTH CAROUNA DANCE THE• make your debut in Carnegie features music by the British Kohn's Cooks Corner. At 7:30
ATRE-Sentry Theatr-e will provide
e Hall at the tender age of 15, rock legends The Who, while · p.m. "tear jt up" to the rocke
the setting for this 16-member troupe
e_you must be good. FrQ!D his ,"Black and Blue" features abilly sou~ds of "Billy
•
fledgling years as a child eoncert footage from perfor- Club."
·
eprodigy, Pixton has grown to mances by Black Sabbath
e
whose "achievements are just begin• .
ning," according to the London
ea virtuoso performer. The· and the Blue Oyster Cult
e
Times. H you've been under the ime performance will begin at 8 Showtimes for both movies
e
pression that Central Wisconsin ~a
·e p.m. in Michelsen Hall. Tick- are 6:30 and 9:15 p.m. You =(/IF
.cultural wasteland, the performance
e ets can be purchased at the can-g_et in for only $1.50.
. Sunday, N~vember 6.
•
of
this
virtuoso
group·
will
·fill
that
_
•
Arts and Lectures box office.
THE ASTRONOMICAL
Tbnrsday and Friday, No•
ZOO-Take
·a trip with
void
and
erase
your
misconceptions;
•
1111111111111111111
vember
3
and
4
•
The opening curtain will rise at 8
THE WALL-This depress- university astronomers and
mov1es
e
p.m. to reveal a truly special and in• 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 ing but powerful fli'ck com- view the wide variety of
biDes the excitement of a "wildlife" present in
.spiring performance from one of
e
e
America's fastest-rising young dance
'l'uesday and Wednesday, two-hour video with spell- autumn's stellar constellabinding cuts of animation. tions. This opening · o( the
e
groups. General admission is $6,
e November 8 and 9
The projector starts rolling Planetarium Series will - be•.
while youths and senior citizens can
.• M= ~:~~c:~~~ at 6:30 and 9:15 .p.m. in the gin at 3 p.m. and is free to
attend for a mere $3. Tickets may be
in this outlandish Mel Brooks Program Banquet Room the public. Seating is on a
.•
p_urcha~ed at the Arts and Lectures
· e comedy that one reviewer both nights. Admission to first-come-first-served -basis
box of!Ice.
• considered "the best Ameri- .this UAB-sponsored filip. is so you mi_ght want to arrive
a bit early.
····················~·can comedy since Dr . . only S1.50.
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2!186.
WANTED: One female to sublet a
FOR SALE: 1977 Ford Thunder- big single room for 2nd semester.
bird 302, new all season radials, pow- Close to campus and reasonable
FOR RENT: The M!ffitle needs 5 er brakes, excellent condition. Will price. Please call Kathy at 341-08116.
trade-in
842-91161.
WANTED: 3 female roomates for 2
more females to sublease 2 double consider
FOR SALE:
Bose
901 speakers w.
rooms and 1 single in a house of 7. stands_ $500; Pioneer A-e amp (llO semester. Large house H~ blocks
Washer/Dryer, close to campus, big watts) & F-9 Tuner_ *'"""·, Technics from campus. Rent is reasonable and
..,.... vis Type · includes all utilities. 1 double room
rooms, and ... a GREAT Iandiord · SL-D2 Turntable w. Shure
$460-475 respectively plus utilities. IV Cartridge _ ~; Stereo stand-- and 1
room available. Please
Call 34lHI692 anytime for more infor- $75; also noon Lowenbrau sign- $50. call341-0!_ for more ii:Jformation.
mation
Call346-2778, ask for Todd in 2D4.
FOR RENT: A single girl wanted
FOR SALE: V33 Panasonic stereo
to sublease house for 2nd semester. with speakers, compact stereo re1111
A great location. Only 4 blocks from ceiver/cassette deck with front oper- · EMPLOYilENT: Environmental
campus. A double room with a ation, automatic record player. Price Activist- intelligent, articulate
friendly roomate. Only $600 a semes- nego.tiable. Call Eliza/Azwan at 341- pie needed to assist esta~
ter. Also living with 3 other girls. 2384
statewide environmental organizaCall Maria at 345-2343 after 4 p.m.
FOR SALE: Research papers! 306- tion with public education and grassFOR RENT: 2 females needed to page catalog-15278 topics! Rush $2. roots fundraising in the Stevens
sublet second semester. aose to Research,ll322 Idaho, No. 206M, Los Point area Paid nnllitions
now
carnp~J and very reasonable rent. Angeles, CA 90025 (213)477-11226.
·
rare
Call 34;)-2199 and ask for Tracy or
FOR SALE·. Reconditioned color available. Call Citizens for a Better
Environment between 9 a.m. and 2
•H ""11
Nat.
televisions. Very reasonable! 341FOR RENT: A double room is 7519
p.m."'"""" ·
~R SALE: 1981 Kawasaki 440
EMPLOYMENT: The following
available immediate!~. It's only $66 a ·
month per person. Nace house, close LTD with Quicksilver farings. Low :-!~tiJ: ~be~C:: ~~~
to campus. Call 341-5262·
mileage, 345-0027.
134 Old Main building, during the
FOR RENT: Garage space for
next two weeks. Contact the Career
motorcycle storage during the cold
Services Office lor more information
winter months or as a parking alterand sign-up.
PEACE CORPS - Recruiter will
native. 345-0027.
be in the Concourse of the University
WANTED: For 2nd semester 2 C'Amter on the 8th and 9th. There will
bedroom IIP'""'r or lower flat and ga- be a ~describing the Peace Corps
r.- 1 Pl
' ·
shown m the Green Room
the
rage if availab e. ease call Bill - . University Center on the 8th from
collect 1(608)564-7042.
Noon-1 p.m. and on the 9th from 4-5
FOR SALE: Netherland Dwarf
WANTED: Female - nonsmok~r p.m. Also, one schedule in the Career
Bunnies. They stay small and can be - 2nd ~ester. Room_ for rent m ServiceS Office qn the 9th- sign up
litter trained. $5 each. Call Sandy at Park Ridge rome. Private room, required for individual interview
341-2626.
share bath - kitchen privileges $125 appointments. IJaterested in all maFOR SALE: A 5 string with case. ~ month, $25 per week food. 341- jOr's, especjally Mathematics and SciPrice is negotiable. Call Doug. 341.
.
ence-related. f.iovember 8-9.
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mM- ROCIWfi'ER- Computer
Science minors. Positions as ~ ·
grammer. November 15.
MARQUETI'E LAW SCHOOL All majors interested in learning
more about the Marquette Law ~
gram. Sign-up required. November
16.
DEFENSEMAPPINGAGENCYMajors/minors in Geography, Math, ,
Physics, Forestry with Physical Science Courses, or Computer Science
majors, for positions as Cartographer or Geodesist. November 16.
EXECUTONE - All majors, especially Business Administration and
Communications for positions as
·
Sales R_epr~sentatave (telephone
communacations sy~~- Note; All
pers~ns requ~stmg mtervaew
at=mtments '!ill be _expected to
:ati!d ~~be~~ ~~r:.=.:
November 17th in the Career Services Office. November 17-18. 1be
following organizations will be in the
Coocourse of the University Qmter
during the next two weeks. No signup necessary. U.S. ARMY- November9and 16.
U.S. AIR FORCE- November 17.

AND

MINORs

WILL BE HELD

FROM WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER

30 THROUGH FRIDAY, DECEMBER 2, 1983 IN ROOM D240 SCIENCE BLDG. STUDENTS WILL BE
ASKED TO PRE-REGISTER BY
CLASS STANDING (as of the end of
Sununer Session (August) 1983); SEMESTER I 83-84 CREDIT/STANDING NOT INCLUDED.
WEDNESDAY, NOVEMBER 30- B4 p.m. - SENIOR M~JORS:
THURSDAY..._ DECEMB~R 1 - 8-4
p.m. JUNIOn MAJORS, FRIDAY,
DECEMBER .2 - 8-4 p.m. - SOPHOMORE AND FRESHMAN MAJORS
AND ALL PSYCHOLOGY MINORS.
REGISTRATION· PACKETS AND
ADVISOR'S SIGNATURE ON THE
GREEN REGISTRATION CARD IS
REQUIRED. A PREPARED LIST
OF PSYCHOLOGY COURSES YOU
WISH TO PRE-REGISTER FOR IS
RECOMMENDED.
ANNOUNCEMENT: ENGUSH
EXAMS SCHEDULED MATIMST .comprehensive examinations in English will be given on Thursday, N~
vember 17, at 9 a.m. in Room 402
CCC. Graduate students wishirig. to
take the English comprehensives
nnna
must register in the English Office
• • IVU
no later than 'Qlursday, November 3.
ANNOUNCEMENT: INTERNAANNOUNCEMENT: Finalfest is TIONAL CLUB GENERAL- MEETback! Tbe Purple Dog is gone but the · ING: DATE: Nov. 4, 1983; Time:
brothers are still here to party with 7:30 p.m.; Place: WISCOnsin Room,
~! See you all on Dec. 17 at Star- U.C. All studJ!Ilts are welcome.
ANNOUNCEMENT: There will be
light Ballroom. Don't Miss it! It's the
last Big Party the semester.
a performance
SpaJiish Zorongo
ANNOUNCEMENT: PRE-REGIS- Fiamenco Dancers on Saturday, N~
TRATION FOR SEMESTER n, 19113- vember 19, 19113, at 8 p.m. in the Sell84 FOR PSYCHOLOGY MAJORS try Auditorium in SteVens Point. 'lbe
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Pointer Pase 27
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oerfonnance is being sponsored by
the University of Wisconsin Stevens
Point
h Club and Foreign Language
rtment. Call (715) 3463036 for tic et information.
ANNOUNCEMENT: ATl'ENTION
ALL STUDENTS WITH AN UNDECLARED MAJOR - Your green
study list cards are available in the
Academic Advising Center, room 106
SSC. You Will need to schedule an appointment to see your advisor to
obtain a signature on yQur green
card prior to registration. A limetable for the spring semester 1983-84 is
available for your perusal in our offi.ce. NO GREEN CARDS WILL BE
RELEASED AFTER NOVEMBER
18, so schedule your appointment
now! The Academic Advising Center
is located in room 106 SSC, and is
open Mondey-Friday from 7:45-4:30
p;m. Phone 346-2321 for your appoint.
ment.
ANNOUNCEMENT: ALL HOME
EC. MAJORS: Announcing the
Adopt-A-Professional project. Do you
need an extra spark in your life to
bring you out oflour boredom of daily college life. The project that
allows Home Ec. students to be
matched with a professional in related career interests is here. What
better way is there to learn abOut the
real world? Application blanks are
available in the WHEA-sMS mail box
blanks there. Don't let.this opportunity slip by....
ANNOUNCEMENT: COMING
SOON Job Hunting Skills: Resume
and lntervie~g Panel Discussionsponsored by: Senior Honor Society.
December 1, 1983- 7p.m. Everyone
is Invited! Watch for further details
in the upcoming Pointers.
ANNOUNCEMENT: INTERNATIONAL CLUB GAMES TOURNAMENT - Pool - .10 a.m. November
5, Recreational Service U.C. Backgammon- 2 p.m. Nov. 6 Van Hise
Room U.C. Badminton -6 p.m. Nov.
6 Quandt Gym. Ping Pong ..:.. 4 p.m.
Nov. 6 Quandt Gym. Last chance for
signing up - during the 3rd General
Meeting Nov. 4 at 7i30 p.m. in Wisconsin Room U.C. Membe~ only.
ANNOUNCEMENT: Alri.ght Beau.,
Wally got all the attention last week,
well, now its your turn! Amlouuclng:
Those X-Cleaners in the Encore tills
Saturday, Nov. 5 for only $1.00 at the
door. Get wild with one of Milwaukee's best dance bands! If you've
got their album or if you've seen
them before, bring all your friends
and slam dance till Ward comes
home.
ANNOUNCEMENT: ENVIRONMENTAL T-8HIRTS ARE HERE! If
you ordered t-shirts from EENA, you
can pick them up Tues. Nov. 8
through Thurs. Nov. 10 from 9 a.m.-4
p.m. in the U.C. Concourse. Also- if
you ordered a DUMP-WATT t-shirt
-you may re-order another shirt in
its place! ·
ANNOUNCEMENT: Did you
know... throwing away just one ALUMINUM CAN wastes as much energy
as fi.lliJu[ the can half.full with gaso' line ancf then pouring it out. RECYCLE your soda cans in -the blue
EENA CAN IT receptacles! ·
ANNOUNCEMENT: The Carpenters have a new LP out. And it's
· their best one yet. The title? "Voice
of the Heart." Perfect for studying
music? Check this one· out. Available
at any record dealer.
ANNOUNCEMENT! A debate on
the Draft Issue will be held on Monday, Nov. 7 at 12 noon in the Encore
of the U.C. The debate will last one
hour. All are welcome.
ANNOUNCEMENT: Citizens for a
Better Environment present the 1st
Annual CBE Musical Benefit starting
at 3 p.m. at the Hotel Whiting on
Sunday Nov. 6. There will be live
music all day (including open mike)
and me free~ barrel of beer.
ANNOUNCEMENT: The UWSP
Home Ec. Dept. is presenting "Color
Me With Wool" fashion presentation
and luncheon, Nov. 12, 1983 at the
Whiting Hotel. Contestants will be
competing in the statewide "Make It
Youfaelf 9iith Wool" Contest. nckets
are available at the Whiting Hotel for

An adventure you won't want to
miss! Sponsored by the Women's Re·source Center.
·
ANNOUNCEMENT: Coming! Nov.
10! Live-in-Concert Theresa· Trull
and Barbara Higby. Featuring fabulous swing, Jazz and Blues. You'll
want to Rock 'n Roll - All Night
Long!!
.
ANNOUNCEMENT: Congratulations Watson Hall! This year's winner li the Miller Football Tourney
A
sponsored by lntramurals and PreW
mium Brands this past weekend. And
also congratulations to Buffys who
won 2nd place! Thanks to these
teams and The Pine Martins and the
Gators who also participated.
ANNOUNCEMENT: "Having
problems with your landlord?" Well,
turn in to 90 FM for Two Way Radio,
the call-in talk show, Mon. Nov. 7 at
10:00 p.m. when your hosts Karen
Kohn and Deb Strauss will be discussing this topic. Special guests will be
Tracey Mosley, of the Student Tenant Association and Earnest Clay of
the Stevens Point Tenant Association. Remember we care about what
you have to say so call in at 346-2696!
ANNOUNCEMENT: For an inei{>efisive evening out-, check our ad
on page 16. W'JSC. River Country Club.
PERSONAL: For a good time, call
John and Mike at 346-3000.
PERSONAL: Poutinen: The 24th is .
guickly approaching! Beware of turlteys beaffug (baring) gifts! LBL &
Associates.
PERSONAL: Judy: (Bob, Tana, &
Larry) Thanks for a great 21st birthday. You guys are the best! Let's
have kinky sex sometime! Lynn.
,
PERSONAL: Ronnie, Roses are
Red, Violets are Blue, Since You're a
Blueberry, Muffin loves You! Thanks
for sharing, caring, and making me
so happy. XO
PERSONAL: Happy 22nd, love.
Before you know it we'll be bashing
on the French Riviera, comparing
tans. Who knows, maybe your birthmark will disappear...
PERSONAL: Analingus Lovers
from Madison St., When are you
~oing to party with us? We're waitmg for you to refill the shotglass and
half barrel! Love, Trudy and friends.
PERSONAL: Dear Muffin, Hi
Sweety, Thank you so very much for
a wonderful weekend. Get well so we
can enjoy more of each other. Love,
Ronnie.
PERSONAL: Steamboat Sorings,
A
Jan. 14-21 for onlf $249. UAB Leisure
Time Activities IS doin~ it up this
year! Call2412 for more info11JU1tion.
'PERSONAL: Death to Maynard!!
We know where this cowering scum
lives. The swine's demise is near; we
will rid this world of the capitalistic
pig. Maynard dies on November 13! !
And there is nothing the Peckertonica Protection Agency idiots can do to
stop us!! Death to Maynard!! from
IHMC.
PERSONAL: The A-Team is back!
After spending the weekend in Grenada, raping and pillaging with the
other troops, we returned for Halloween, hoping to get hold of some of
those little trick-or-treaters for some
fun. We are planning our next
assault in Madison where we will degrade and humiliate about half of the
female student population. Can
anyone withstand one of our rear
assaults? Be sure to watch for more
details on the "A-Team Panty Sniffing Contest." Blonde bombshells in
search of big conchs, beware! !
PERSONAL: Happy Birthday Sex
Machine! Welcome to the world of
adulthood. Hope )'OU enjoy· your teddie. We love you, Mama, Giggler and
Missfitt.
PERSONAL: Happy '23rd' Birthday (one day late) J1m Gierach from
your four beautiful, gorgeous, fantastic, lovable, sexy, and not at all
vain..•girlfriend down under.
PERSONAL: Hey Susy Homemaker, What are chocolate dlip cookies
made of? "Babe"
PERSONAL: Happy Birthday Teddy! How do I love thee: let me feed
the bears. Here's to many more happy times together. I love you.
PERSONAL: Neale Hall Staff $5.
You're one heck of a walling group of
ANNOUNCEMENT: Attention all women!! Thanks for all the support
dynamic, artistic, marketing, re- and caring. Love y'all - B.
search, production, computer sciPERSONAL: Jan, today it has
ence, and creative geniuses: Here's been me year. And what a fantastic·
your chance to get some adv~ year it's been. All we've experienced
~~~_rience while you're still in
together has been the best time of
~1. Come to the American Adver- my life. There have been tough
tlsing Federation meeting on Mon. times, especially with me being I,IP
Nov. 7at 5:30p.m. in the Blue Room, here, but we're adjusting very well.
U.C. and tm out an application for And to all who dou6t that we'll make
the Radio Shack CalllpllWt team. it, let them eat dung. I LOVE YOU
Also, pay your $10 natiorial dues.
more than anfthing in the world!!
ANNOUNCEMENT: Dr. Stephen rn be home this weekend, and we're
Taft of the Biology Dept. will give a _ gonna have a grrreat time. I LOVE
presentation on the production of YOU, Doug P.S: Grrr...
16inm films for use in teaching or reANNOUNCEMENT: Rock your
search. It's tonight at 6:30 p.m. in socks off Nov. 9 in Debot Biue room
rm 112 CNR. Everybody is welcome with UAB Leisure Time Activities!
and refreshments will be served~. Join us for the 50's dance Workshop
from 8-10 p.m., you'D be glad you
Sponsored by Tri-Beta.
ANNOUNCEMENT: Coming _did.
Thursday Nov. 10! Trull and Higby.
PERSONAL: Little One, We hope
Featuring the best of Jazz and Blues. you enjoy your teddie too!! Aren't b-

.W

days fun? Love, Mama, Giggler and
Missfitt.
PERSONAL: Just a reminder Genesis fans ...We're leaving at 3:00
p.m. Nov. 10 in front of the U.C. Be
there or be alone.
PERSONAL: Larry Sheveland
been waiting 10 long weeks for you to
visit. The semester is coriling to an '
end too quickly. Yes, our address is
still 1800 Briggs Now that it's written on paper th~re's no way you can
forget it. K.K. & J.F.
PERSONAL: O.K. You Punks in
Knutzen and Roach. We'll see who
can outdance who. The Point Club is
nothing compared to what's going to
happen this Saturday in the Encore.
The X-Cleavers are coming! Be
there! 9 p.m. Baldwin Hall.
PERSONAL: Here it is Lisa! Your
name black on white. Have a super
weekend! Love, Annie.
PERSONAL: Sorry I forgot last
week, I just lost track of time. Now
it's only 16 more days, until the
church bells chime. Congrats Jo and
Scott.
PERSONAL: Here's to the ATeam: All along we were worried
about you looking in our shower
through the little .hole, but we're not
anymore. It's our little sisters you're
after isn't it? Sincerely, Your Fire
Luscious
!

PERSONAL: Thanks for returning
my watch. Call 341-5861.
PERSONAL: Diane, How I long for
your "Delicious Deleations." So does
David Gates. We both love your car,
you little "Goodbye Girl", You! Love
and Burl Ives, Mi~hael.
~ PERSONAL: S1mba, How .can ~ou
Just forget about Sheena, Just like
that? I m~~n, she was ;;For Yo~
Eyes Only. You should Try a Little Tenderness{" get on that "Telefo.ne:; ~nd ta..k to th,~t " Modern
Grrl:· Signed, Jo~y.
.
P~NAL: This week ·31! spec1al
just can:t seem. to shoot stratgllt and
ZZ Top has hit rock bottom. P.S.
~ul 103 - In answer to your question- Who are you guys anyw~y?
We are the People's Court Against
Generic and Stale Rock (PCAGSR).
PERSONAL: FLK: Thanks for the
past six years of happiness. Happy
Anniversary. Love, Maw.
PERSONAL: Eliza, ,Happy Birthday dear, Well, What do you know?
19 is such a sweet number. Lots of
love, 7195369.
PERSONAL: MeN: Happy 21st
Birthday!! I hope it's a good one! ·
Have a great weekend i.r> Mad Town.
R.B.
PERSONAL: Snuddies, happy
1% years anniversary. Love, Bam
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FAMILY GROOMING
1 141 CLARK STREET - HOTEL WHITING
STEVENS POINT. WI
PHONE 341 -3265
APPOINTMENTS

Hair Styling, Perms~ Hair Groo_ming

Only Two Blocks From Campus!
2442 Sims & Michigan Ave.
Mon. & Wed. 5_
:20 p.m.
Mon. & Wed. 6:30 p.m.
, Tues. & Thurs. ~:oo A.M.

I Hour FR~E. Billiards.
4 to all couples. 7pm-close
-·j

$15.00 for 8 cllsses
$8.00 for 4 dJsses $2.50 per class

.!

345-1 030 or 346-1531

CLOTIBS OUT SALB!
!
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